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The subject of parallel computing has moved from the exotic to mainstream 
computer science within a decade. The recent developments in parallel processing 
technologies has induced the evolution of many new parallel hardware architectures, 
interconnection technologies, and algorithm paradigms. There exist at least two 
models of parallel computing, namely, shared-memory and message-passing. This 
research addresses problems in both these types of systems, and proposes efficient 
parallel (Shared-Memory Model) and distributed (message-passing) algorithms for a 
variety of graph related computational problems. The algorithms developed can add 
the primitives required in the design of a distributed operating system.
The contribution of the dissertation is two fold. In part I, we design algorithms 
for three generic problems in distributed systems: set manipulation, network structure 
recognition and facility placement. In part n, we design parallel algorithms for facil­
ity placement and p  -center problems in trees using an EREW-PRAM model of com­
putation. We also design efficient parallel algorithms for range searching using distri­
buted data structures.
Network structure recognition and facility placement are two important graph 
problems in distributed systems. Knowledge of the structure of a network helps in the 
design of efficient algorithms for routing, center location, sorting etc. We present 
optimal distributed algorithms for recognizing rectangular-mesh networks. The time 
and message complexity of our algorithm is linear in the number of nodes in the net­
work. We also lay the foundation for the recognition of 2-reducible, outer-planar and 
cactus graphs. These algorithms have a message complexity of O (kn ), where, k is
the number of isolated two degree nodes in the network.
Facility placement or r  -domination is NP-complete on general networks. Many 
variations of the domination problem have been studied on restricted graph structures: 
trees, chordal, interval graphs etc. We introduce the problem of reliable r-domination 
and design unified optimal distributed algorithms for the total, reliable and indepen­
dent r  -domination on trees. The time and message complexity of our algorithm is 
O in ), where n is the number of nodes in the tree.
In the domain of set manipulation we design optimal algorithms for determining 
the intersection of sets in a distributed environment, where each processor is assumed 
to have its own set. In many situations, the intersection would be null, where, we pro­
pose optimal algorithms for determining the mode (element occurring maximum 
number of times). The time and message complexity of our set intersection algorithm 
is O (mn ), where m is the cardinality of the smallest set.
In part II of our research we design optimal algorithms for r-domination and 
efficient parallel algorithms for the p  -center problems on trees. We also present an 
optimal algorithm for computing the maximum independent set on intervals i the 
EREW-PRAM model and such a set is required by our algorithms on trees. The r-  
domination problem on trees can now be solved in O ilogn) time with O (n Uogn) pro­
cessors using the EREW-PRAM model.
Range Search has important applications in the areas of databases and computa­
tional geometry. The range search problem is to obtain a set of data points (tuples, 
records) satisfying a query which specifies a range of values on each dimension (attri­
bute) o f the data. A parallel algorithm for range searching is developed here using the
concept of distributed data structures. We use the range tree proposed by Bentley as 
our data structure to be distributed. We show that O (logn) search time can be effected 
for a range search on n 3-dimensional points using (2.1og2n — 14.logn + 8) processors 
and this is optimal for the range tree distribution. We present a non-trivial implemen­
tation technique on the hypercube parallel architecture with which the above time and 
processor bound can be achieved without any communication overhead. Our algo­




The recent developments in parallel processing technologies has induced the 
evolution of many new parallel hardware architectures, interconnection technologies, 
and algorithm paradigms. The cost of hardware processing units has been drastically 
reduced by the sheer diversity of this technological innovation. The result has been 
the development of computer networks, and interconnection of various computers, 
which have become viable and cost-effective. Besides being reliable, computer net­
works offered several advantages to the users including interactive computing, 
resource sharing, and cooperation. Compared to the traditional monolithic computing 
systems ( controlled by a centralized operating system ), these ’coordinated’ mul­
tiprocessor computing systems offer reduced incremental cost, modularity, better reli­
ability response, and performance, and improved utilization. Thus, the feasibility and 
realization o f multiprocessor computing has opened avenues to challenging applica­
tions and research problems.
There are two categories of multiprocessor systems: a multiple computer sys­
tem, and a multiprocessing system. A multiple computer system consists of several 
autonomous computers which may or may not communicate with each other. A mul­
tiprocessing system is controlled by one operating system which provides interaction 
between processors and their programs at the process level, data set level, and element
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level. The communication in both these systems may occur by sending messages 
from one processor to the other or by sharing a common memory. There are some 
similarities between multiprocessors and multicomputer systems since both are 
motivated by the same basic goal - the support of concurrent operations in the system. 
However, there exists an important distinction between multiple computer systems 
and multiprocessors, based on the extent of resource sharing and cooperation in the 
solution of a problem. A  multiple computer system is characterized by the lack of 
shared memory. These systems coordinate their activities by message passing. This 
research addresses problems related to both types o f systems.
Another classification of multiprocessor system is based on the architectural 
model used. Two categories under this classification are the tightly coupled multipro- 
cessr and the loosely coupled multiprocessor. The first category is also referred to as 
a parallel machine where individual processors communicate via shared memory. The 
second category is referred to as a distributed system where autonomous multiple pro­
cessors communicate via message passing.
1.2 Parallel vs Distributed Computation
Parallel algorithms refer to the algorithms that are executed on a parallel com­
puter, which is generally a tightly-coupled multiprocessing system with shared 
memory. Synchronization and communication are two important mechanisms that are 
used to resolve contentions, and subsequently achieve a common goal. Distributed 
systems or loosely coupled multicomputer systems are characterized by the absence of 
a shared memory. Hence, the mechanisms o f synchronization and communication
have to be redefined for these systems. Since message passing is an important part o f a 
distributed system, message primitives should be defined for sending and receiving 
messages.
In any sequential or parallel system, control information is available with the 
operating system, which allows the synchronization and control of various events. In 
a distributed system, no such global control is available. No single node/processor has 
complete control information. There is also no system wide clock to synchronize 
events.
The performance of parallel algorithms is usually characterized by computing 
the total elapsed time or processing time, and the number o f processors used in paral­
lel computing. In distributed systems, the communication costs play a major role in 
defining the efficiency of an algorithm. Processing time is generally considered negli­
gible in the analysis. The time complexity is usually measured in terms of time units, 
where the time taken for a message to traverse from one node to another is taken as 
one time unit. Hence the measure of the efficiency o f a distributed algorithm is 
expressed as the total number of messages required to execute an algorithm.
Compared to sequential or parallel algorithms, the design o f distributed algo­
rithms is more complicated. Due to unpredictable delays in communication, the order 
o f computation and hence the operational results become unpredictable during the 
execution o f distributed algorithms. In the following table we illustrate the basic 
differences between distributed and non-distributed systems.
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Algorithm Distributed Non-Distributed
1. Control Information Central At Individual Sites
No Global Information
2. Order of Operational Results Predictable Unpredictable
3. Event control At one site Different Sites
Synchronous Asynchronous
4. Communication Shared Memory Messages
5. Performance Measures Time Complexity Time Complexity
Space Complexity Message Complexity
Table 1.1
1.3 An Overview of Distributed Algorithms
Consider a distributed system where a set o f physically distinct computational 
units work on a common problem, while their operation is coordinated via a commun­
ication medium connecting some or all of of these units. Each computing unit has 
certain processing and memory capabilities, and is preprogrammed to perform its part
of the computation as well as send and receive control/data messages over the com­
munication links. The program residing on each node is called a node algorithm and 
the ensemble of all these node algorithms is called a Distributed Algorithm[Seg&%3]. 
Based on the control mechanism, distributed algorithms may be centralized or non­
centralized.
In centralized control, one node is designated as die control node; this controls 
access to a shared object. Whenever a node wishes to gain access to the shared object, 
it sends a REQUEST message to the control node, which returns a REPLY (permis­
sion) message when the shared object becomes available (allocated) to the node. 
These algorithms are characterized by the following properties:
1. Only the central (control) node makes the decision.
2. All the necessary information is concentrated in the central control node.
The weaknesses of this type of system are its vulnerability to failure of the cen­
tral control and the possibility that the central control may become a bottleneck. If 
these problems can be tolerated, then the central control method is suitable. Some 
variations of this idea exist, such as the idea that the central control can migrate from 
node to node.
In non-centralized control, no single node is designated as the control node. 
More than one node can start the algorithm and control is generally shared or passed 
from node to node. A  "fully distributed" algorithm is characterized by these proper­
ties:
1. All nodes have equal amount of information.
2. All nodes make decisions based solely on local information.
3. All nodes bear equal responsibility for the final decision.
4. All node expend equal effort in effecting a final decision.
5. Failure of a node, in general, does not result in a total system collapse.
In practice, there are very few fully distributed algorithms. Some algorithms 
may dictate that every node bears an equal amount of responsibility, while the amount 
of effort expended by individual nodes to obtain, for example, mutual exclusion is not 
equal. For other algorithms, the reverse might be true. Still others may lead to a total 
system collapse if a single node fails.
Regardless of the manner and degree of distribution, there are two fundamental 
assumptions common to all distributed algorithms:
1. Each node has only a partial picture of the total system and must make decisions 
based on this information.
2. There exists no system-wide common clock.
The latter assumption is a major constraint since the temporal ordering of events 
is a fundamental concept in our view of computer systems.
Distributed algorithms for a number of problems have been reported in the litera­
ture; for example, network traversal algorithms and global state determination algo­
rithms [Rayn88]. Extensive literature for a variety of problems such as distributed 
mutual exclusion, electing a leader, termination, failure detection, synchronization and 
graph algorithms (median, center, shortest paths, and minimal spanning trees ) may be 
found in [Chan82, Chan85, Chan83, Dech87, Dijk80, Gall83, Hela88, Moha89,
Hirs80, Kora84, Laks87, Lamp78, Lamp, Less81].
Performance o f distributed algorithms is measured in terms o f both time com­
plexity and message complexity. The time complexity of a distributed algorithm is 
the maximum time elapsed from the beginning to the termination o f the algorithm, 
assuming that the time for delivering a message over a link is at most one unit of time. 
Generally, the time for receiving a message, local processing and sending a message 
over a link is considered negligible, since the communication costs are very high. The 
communication or message complexity of a distributed algorithm is the total number 
o f messages transmitted during the execution of the algorithm.
1.4 An Overview of Parallel Algorithms
Research and development of multiprocessing systems are aimed at improving 
throughput, reliability, flexibility, and availability. These systems contain two or 
more processors o f approximately comparable capabilities. All processors share 
access to common sets of memory modules, I/O channels and peripheral devices. 
Most importantly, the entire system must be controlled by a  single integrated operat­
ing system, providing interactions between processors and their programs at various 
levels. Besides the shared memories and I/O devices, each processor has its own local 
memory and private devices. Interprocessor communications can be done through the 
shared memories or through an interrupt network.
The subject o f parallel computing has moved from the exotic to mainstream 
computer science within a decade. This is mostly because o f possible limits to 
hardware speed and software efficiency in the realm of sequential computing. Even
before the existence of real parallel machines, computer scientists were developing a 
theoretical framework to develop the model of parallel computations based on proces­
sor capability, memory accessibility, and the pattern of interconnection among proces­
sors. Though there is no consensus on a model of parallel computation, many studies 
have focussed on the parallel-random-access-machine (PRAM) model (see Karp and 
Ramachandran [Kaip90]>. The PRAM model is a parallel analog of the sequential 
RAM. It consists of several independent sequential processors, each with its own 
private memory, communicating with each other through a global memory. In one 
unit of time, each processor can read one global or local memory location, execute a 
single RAM operation, and write into one global or local memory location.
PRAMs can be classified according to restrictions on the global memory access. 
In EREW  (Exclusive Read Exclusive Write) PRAMs simultaneous access to any 
memory location for both reading and writing is forbidden. In a CREW  (Concurrent 
Read Exclusive Write) PRAM simultaneous reads are allowed but not simultaneous 
writes. A CRCW  (Concurrent Read Concurrent Write) PRAM allows both simultane­
ous reads and writes. In the case of a concurrent write we assume that an arbitrary 
processor succeeds, though other assumptions are possible (see Moitra and Iyengar 
[Moit87]). These models are increasingly powerful in that order.
It is known that the CREW and the CRCW PRAM models can be simulated by 
an EREW-PRAM model in O (logP) time with 0 (P )  extra processors or with no extra 
processors in <?(log2P ) time [Ecks79]. It was shown in [Upfa84], that all PRAM 
models with P processors can be simulated by an ultracomputer (bounded-degree net­
work of processors with no global memory) in O (logP (loglogP )2) time per step and
with no extra processors. Having described the models o f parallel computation we 
will be using in our work, we next turn our attention to the class of algorithms we will 
consider. In our discussion below, we only consider sequential algorithms having 
polynomial-time complexity.
The most natural and a very practical idea of parallelism is to make use of a fixed 
number of processors say, P (independent of the size of the input say, n). In this case, 
it is not hard to see that the speedup of a parallel algorithm (over the sequential one) 
for a  problem will depend on the input size and when the input size is increased, the 
number of processors has to be dependent on the input size. The agreement in this 
case is to make use of only a reasonable amount of hardware i.e., a polynomial 
number o f processors. The polynomiality of resources (time and processors) has been 
accepted as a reasonable demand.
Having discussed the use of a polynomial number o f processors let us consider 
the issue of time. The worst-case time-complexity o f a parallel algorithm is a measure 
of the maximum time taken by any of the processors over all inputs. Using a polyno­
mial number of processors we may hope to do as well as getting a constant-time paral­
lel algorithm. However, creating a polynomial number of processors requires noncon­
stant time in a reasonable model of parallel computation. For example, if  we want to 
create say 0 ( n r) processors, we need 0 (log2«r ) time assuming a binary-tree 
configuration for processor creation. Hence reasonably good speed up can be said to 
have been achieved when the parallel time-complexity is a  polylog (polynomial in the 
logarithm) o f n . Note that in this case, the speedup is exponential! Without much
further ado, let us say that the class o f NC algorithms (due to Nicholas Pippenger 
[Pipp87]) consists o f algorithms which run in O (Iogr n ) time and make use of a poly­
nomial number o f processors. NC algorithms have been found for several important 
problems in areas like algebra, graph theory, and computational geometry. For a  good 
survey on NC algorithms see Karp and Ramachandran [Karp90].
11
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1.5 Contributions of the Dissertation
In fig 1.1 we provide a schematic representation of the organization and flow of 
this research. We consider three generic problems in distributed systems, namely, set 
intersection and other set manipulation problems, facility placement or r-domination 
problem and its variations; and network recognition problems. We also design 
optimal parallel algorithms for the r-domination problem using an EREW-PRAM 
model. Using these algorithms we also solve the p-center problem in trees.
In distributed systems, no global information is maintained at each node. In an 
office environment, the problem of scheduling a meeting can be abstracted into the set 
intersection problem [Rama88]. Scheduling meetings among personnel is one of the 
most common tasks in an office environment. Each person can be considered to have 
a collection of available slots o f  time in such a setting and the task is to find a slot in 
their intersection. The above problem can be abstracted as that o f finding an element 
in the intersection of the sets.
The problem of determining the mode of the distribution or finding the element 
that occurs most number of times in the system is an extension of the set intersection 
problem wherein the intersection may be empty. In these cases, it is important to find 
that time-slot that is most preferred. Another variation of this problem is that of elect­
ing a representative for a task in an office environment. Each person is allowed to 
choose any number of representatives. The problem is to find the one with the max­
imum number of votes.
In general, many distributed algorithms for general networks are expensive in 
terms of both time and message complexities, whereas algorithms for certain
topologies are much faster and easy to design. Many problems are much simpler on 
tree structures, but are NP-complete on general graphs. Message routing becomes 
easy to handle on mesh-connected or planar networks. This is the basic motivation 
behind designing distributed algorithms for recognizing the structure o f a network. 
The design of efficient distributed algorithms for network recognition has many 
advantages because knowledge of the structure o f die network simplifies many prob­
lems. W e design optimal algorithms for the recognition o f rectangular-mesh con­
nected networks. These algorithms can be extended to recognize generalized boolean 
n-cube structured networks. We also design efficient algorithms for the recognition of 
2-reducible, outer-planar and cacti networks.
The problem of finding a minimum r-dominating set for a network G= ( V ,E )  is 
that o f selecting a subset Dr such that every other vertex of G is at a distance r  or less 
from some vertex in Dr . We present optimal distributed algorithms for determining 
the minimum r-dominating set when G is a tree. The domination problem is to deter­
mine a dominating set D with minimum cardinality. The dominating set is used in 
solving facility placement problems in networks, where each node represents a custo­
mer and/or a potential site for placement of a facility. A  feasible solution corresponds 
to a set o f facilities located at Dg^V, such that each customer is adjacent to or at a dis­
tance at most r  to some facility. Several variations of the domination problem have 
been studied in the past [Com86, He90, Slat76, Kari79, Keil86J. We introduce the 
problem o f reliable r-domination and provide unified optimal distributed algorithms to 
solve the total, reliable and independent r-domination problems on trees.
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1.6 Scope and Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation deals with the design of efficient algorithms for multiprocessor 
systems. We have discussed the basic differences between a parallel system and a dis­
tributed system in Chapter 1. Here, we also have provided definitions for the measure 
of the performance of parallel algorithms and distributed algorithms. The dissertation 
is organized into two parts. In part I we concentrate on the design and analysis of 
efficient distributed algorithms to solve three generic problems, namely, network 
recognition, set manipulation and facility placement. We list several paradigms, dis­
cuss concepts and techniques used by researchers to solve various fundamental prob­
lems in distributed computation. We also provide the basic model of computation 
used in all our distributed algorithms in chapter 2.
In part n , we discuss the design of efficient parallel algorithms for the facility 
placement problem and the p-center problem in tree networks. We also provide an 
efficient algorithm for the range search problem in parallel using distributed data 
structures.
The first part (Chapters 3 and 4) deal with the set manipulation problem in distri­
buted systems. Here, we provide optimal distributed algorithms for the set intersec­
tion problem and extend this algorithm to determine certain values of statistical 
interest, namely the mode of the distribution.
The problem of network learning or recognition of network structures is dealt 
with in chapter S. We present solutions for classical problems in network recognition 
[also see[Rama89].] We provide fire basic motivation for the recognition of network 
structures and provide an optimal algorithm for the recognition of rectangular-mesh
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connected networks. We provide insight into the design of efficient algorithms for the 
recognition of 2-reducible, outer-planar, and cactus (edge disjoint cycle ) graphs.
The problem of domination is discussed in detail in chapter 6. We discuss the 
nature of the problem and provide insight into the variety of domination problems dis­
cussed in  die literature in the recent past. We list several classical domination prob­
lems and their complexities. We discuss the NP-completeness of the domination prob­
lem, its close and natural relationship to other NP-complete problems, and the subse­
quent interest in finding polynomial time solutions to domination problems in special 
classes o f graphs.
Several variations of the domination problem have been proposed in the litera­
ture. In chapter 7, we introduce the problem of reliable r-domination and provide 
optimal distributed algorithms for the reliable and total dominating set problem in 
trees.
In part II o f this dissertation, we provide parallel algorithms for several prob­
lems. In chapter 8, we provide optimal parallel algorithms for die r-domination prob­
lem in trees, using an EREW-PRAM model. We also provide efficient algorithms for 
the p  -center problem in tree model using the same model o f computation. In chapter 
9, we briefly discuss the design of efficient parallel algorithms for the range search 
problem using distributed data structures.
At the end of each chapter we provide a summary which details the salient 
features of that chapter. In chapter 10, we provide the conclusions o f this dissertation 





Formally, distributed systems, refers to the integration of autonomous systems 
that cooperate to achieve a common goal. There are basically two schemes for build­
ing such systems. In a tightly coupled system, the processors share memory and 
clock. In these multiprocessor systems, communication usually takes place through 
the shared memory. In a loosely coupled system, the processors do not share memory 
or a clock. Instead, each processor has its own local memory. The processors com­
municate with each other through various communication lines, such as high-speed 
busses or telephone lines. These systems are referred to as Distributed systems.
In general, a distributed system is defined as a system where the entities that 
form the system cooperate in achieving a common aim, by exchanging messages. In 
[CORN85, Film84, M.Ra85, Hela88, A.Se83, Less81, Less81] distributed systems are 
characterize as being completely accurate and nearly autonomous systems. These sys­
tems are accurate because they operate on complete and correct information. They 
are nearly autonomous because each processor has an almost complete database of the 
information it needs. Lynch and Fischer [Lync85] present a mathematical model of 
the distributed system and a mathematical model of their input/output behaviors.
2.2 Taxonomy of Distributed Systems
The processors in a distributed system may vary in size and function. They may
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include small microprocessors, work stations, minicomputers, and large general pur­
pose computer systems. These processors are referred to by a number of names such 
as sites, nodes, computers, and so on, depending on the context in which they are 
mentioned.
There are four major reasons for building distributed systems: resource sharing, com­
putation speed-up, reliability, and communication.
Resource Sharing
If a number of different sites (with different capabilities) are connected to each 
other, then a user at one site may be able to use the resources available at another. In 
general, resource sharing in a distributed system provides mechanisms for sharing files 
at remote sites, processing information in a distributed database, printing files at 
remote sites, using remote specialized hardware devices, such as high-speed array 
manipulation hardware, and other operations.
Computation Speed-up
If a particular computation can be partitioned into a number of subcomputations 
that can run concurrently, then the availability of a distributed system may allow us to 
distribute its computation among the various sites in order to run the computation con­
currently. In addition, if a particular site is currently overloaded with jobs, some of 




If one site fails in a distributed system, the remaining sites can potentially con­
tinue operating. I f  the system is composed of a  number o f autonomous installations 
(general purpose computers), the failure o f one of them should not affect the rest. The 
failure of one site must be detected by the system and appropriate action may be 
needed to recover from the failure.
Communication
When a number o f sites are connected to each other via a communication net­
work, the users at different sites have the opportunity to exchange information. Many 
systems have modeled this communication system on the post office. In a distributed 
system we refer to such activity as electronic mail. In a message system, the proces­
sors are allowed to communicate through explicit messages. The responsibility for 
providing the communication rests with the operating system.
2.3 Features of Distributed Algorithms
One of the main characteristics of distributed algorithms is that control is distri­
buted throughout the algorithm. No fixed hierarchical or prioritized relation exists 
among the set of processors, over which control may be distributed. Each processor is 
as powerful as the other in the system, which makes the design of distributed algo­
rithms very difficult and challenging. Several features of distributed algorithms must 
be considered while designing new algorithms. We list a few salient features below.
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Symmetry
An important feature of a distributed algorithm is the extent to which an algo­
rithm is partitioned. There are several levels of symmetry.
1. Textual symmetry: The text executed by each processor is the same, but the 
names or ID of each processor is distinct.
2. Strong symmetry: The program texts are identical, and there is no reference to 
processor names. Identical or different behaviors are possible, according to the 
messages received.
3. Total symmetry: The program texts are identical and all the processors behave in 
the same way.
4. Asymmetry: Processors can be interchanged.
Most distributed algorithms either assume a distinct ID or name for processors, 
since many contentions can be resolved based on this alone. Two processors which 
send the same message to another processor can be distinguished only by their names. 
The distributed algorithms considered in this dissertation fall into the category of tex­
tual symmetry.
Fault Tolerance
A distributed system should not collapse under some node/link failures. There­
fore, it is imperative that the distributed algorithms are made resilient to failures. 




When designing algorithms for distributed systems, it is desirable to make the 
fewest possible assumptions regarding the system. The fewer the assumptions, the 
more sophisticated the algorithm. A general assumption made is that the topology of 
the network does not change during the execution of the algorithm.
Algorithm Complexity
The total number of messages used during the execution of a distributed algo­
rithm is a measure of the efficiency of that algorithm. If a lesser number of messages 
is used, the network traffic will be low, and hence the delays for transmission of indi­
vidual messages will also be low.
Global State
No global state information is available at any one processor; therefore, algo­
rithms have to be designed such that every processor can make decisions with just the 
neighborhood or local information. The absence of a global clock necessitates the 
design of asynchronous algorithms.
2.4 Concepts and Techniques
Many standard techniques such as acknowledge messages, broadcast etc., are 
used in distributed algorithms. We shall list three main techniques, namely, diffusing 
computations, circulating token, and time stamping.
i) Diffusing Computations: This principle was proposed by Dijkstra and 
scholten[Dijk80]. A spanning tree representing the network is used to detect ter­
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mination of processes. Here the root of the spanning tree plays a different role 
compared to other nodes in the network. This also allows each processor to 
defined in a parent-child relationship with some other processor.
ii) Circulating Token: A special message referred to as a token is circulated in the 
network. A processor possessing the token at any point in time is said to be 
privileged and hence can execute some special action, like accessing a shared 
resource. This is a simple and powerful technique in solving mutual exclusion 
problems.
iii) Time stamping: Lamport[Lamp78] introduced the concept o f logical clocks. An 
assumption is made that the event of "sending" a message occurs before the 
event of "receiving" the same message. These assumptions naturally provide a 
partial ordering of events in the system, which is termed the happened-before 
relation. Denoted by the happened-before relation is precisely defined as 
follows:
1. a —» b
* if a  and b are events in the same process such that a occurs before b, or
* if a  is the sending of the message by one process and b is the receipt of the 
same message by another process.
2. The relation is transitive: if a —* b  and b —» c, then a —> c.
3. if no ordering exists between two distinct events, then a and b are said to be con­
current.
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For each process Pt , we assume a logical clock C, exists that assigns a number C, (a) 
to an event a in that process. For a system of logical clocks C to be correct, the fol­
lowing condition must hold.
1. For two events a and b in process P,-, such that a comes before b, Q  (a) < C,- (b).
2. if a  is the event of sending a message m by process P |, and b is the receipt of m 
by process P,*, then Q  (a) < Cj (f>).
Both the above conditions can be satisfied by implementing the clocks so that the fol­
lowing conditions hold:
•  P, increments C, between any two successive events.
•  if a  denotes the event of sending a message m  by process P,-, then the message m 
bears the timestamp Tm -  Q(a).
•  When the message m is received, process Pi sets Cj to a value that is greater than 
or equal to its present value and greater than Tm.
It is now possible to induce a total ordering on the collection of events in our distri­
buted system. Event a  in process P, precedes (denoted by =>) event b in process Py- if 
and only if
1. Ci(a)<Cj(b), or
2. Cj (a) = Cj(b) and Pt « P j ,  where the relation « is an arbitrary total ordering of 
the processes.
A simple way to implement the relation «  is to assign a unique process number to 
each process and to define P ; «  P;- iff i < j.
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2.5. The Model
A Distributed algorithm is a collection of automata, where one automaton is 
associated with each processor in the system. Given an instance I  o f input size n of a 
problem and an algorithm A which solves the problem, the message complexity of A 
on /  is the total number of messages generated by all the processors during the execu­
tion of A .
We consider an asynchronous point-to-point connected communication network. 
At each node there exists an independent processor. We shall be referring to this 
communication network as a  distributed system. Each processor is assumed to have a 
distinct idt , and a private set 5,- of values. Two processors can exchange information 
only through explicit messages on a communication medium; the communication pro­
vides a point to point communication capability (thus, at a given instance, a processor 
can send a message to one/more of its neighbors). The distributed algorithm is ini­
tiated at one or more nodes/processors (usually by a command given by the user or 
generated by a system operating at a site). A processor can send and/or receive mes­
sages only to/from processors that are adjacent to it. The communication links are 
bidirectional. Each processor does some local computation and sends out messages to 
its neighbors (some, all or none at all). We assume that it can receive messages from 
all its neighbors and that no message is lost in transit. All messages are guaranteed 
delivery within an arbitrary but finite amount of time. The order in which the mes­
sages are received by any node is immaterial for the execution of this algorithm.
The exchange of messages between two processors is asynchronous in that the 
sender always hands over the message to the communication subsystem and proceeds
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with its local computation if any. A  similar model of distributed computing may be 
found in [Chan82] and [A.Se83].
Chapter Three
SET MANIPULATION
3.1. In tro d u c tio n
In this chapter, we discuss the problem of set manipulation in distributed sys­
tems. First, we shall look into the set intersection problem. Scheduling meetings 
among personnel is one o f the most common tasks in an office environment. Each 
person can be considered to have a collection of available slots o f  free time in such a 
setting and the task is to find a slot in their intersection. We use the same scenario as 
provided in [Rama88]. The above problem can be abstracted as that o f finding an ele­
ment in the intersection of the sets.
Another situation where set intersection plays a vital role is in a distributed data­
base system. Each processor in the system is given a column fragment from a global 
relational database. The only assumption being that the union o f all the fragments 
will result in the original database. A query posed to the system is transmitted to all 
the sites. Each processor computes the solution to the query based on its local infor­
mation. This solution is basically a set of tuples that satisfy the query based on the 
attributes o f interest. The answer to the query is the intersection of all these individual 
sets possessed by each processor.
Now we shall formulate the set intersection problem in a  distributed environ­
ment. Consider an asynchronous point-to-point communication network. Each node 
is an independent processor. Each processor i in this network contains a set £,•. The 
problem is to find the intersection o f all the sets in the network. We shall be referring
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to the communication network as a distributed system. In a recent paper [Rama88] , 
an optimal distributed algorithm was presented to solve the set intersection problem 
with a message complexity of 0  (mn), where m is the cardinality o f the smallest sized 
subset and n is the number of processors in die system. However, the decentralized 
algorithm and its complexity analysis are complicated. In the rest of this chapter we 
shall refer to the algorithm presented in [Rama88] as Algorithm A. In this paper, we 
present a distributed decentralized algorithm which uses lesser number of messages 
than required by algorithm A and furthermore, our algorithm is simpler and does not 
require each processor to know the Universal set U (the set o f all likely elelments). 
Our centralized and decentralized algorithms use at most 3./n(n— l) + 3 .(n -l) mes­
sages, whereas algorithm A proposed in [Rama88] uses 5jnn +2 Jt -  4jtt messages in 
the decentralized version. It will be evident that our algorithm is considerably simpler 
than the algorithm previously proposed to solve the set intersection problem.
3.2. The Model
An asynchronous network is a point-to point (or store and forward) communica­
tion network, described by an undirected communication graph G = ( V, £  ), where 
the set o f nodes V  represents processors of the network and the set o f edges E 
represents the bidirectional non-interfering communication channels operating 
between neighboring nodes. There is no shared memory between processors in the 
system. Each node processes messages received from its neighbors, performs local 
computational, and sends messages to its neighbors, all in negligible time. Each pro­
cessor is assumed to have a distinct id; , and a private set Si of values. The communi­
cation complexity, C , is the worst case total number o f elementary messages sent
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during die execution of the algorithm. The time complexity, T , is the maximum pos­
sible number of time units from the start to the completion of the algorithm, assuming 
that the inter-message delay and die propagation delay of an edge is at most one time 
unit. The model assumed is a common model for communication networks [Awer84, 
Oall82].
3.3. Motivation for the Distributed Set Intersection Problem 
Scheduling meetings among personnel is one of the most common tasks in an
office environment. Each person can be considered to have a collection of available 
slots o f  time in such a setting and the task is to find a slot in their intersection. We use 
the same scenario as provided in [Rama88]. The above problem can be abstracted as 
that of finding an element in the intersection of the sets.
3.4. Description of Previous Work
We shall look into the decentralized version of algorithm A  in [Rama88]. The 
basic idea behind the algorithm is as follows: the algorithm is divided into several 
phases and a possibly different processor directs the processing during each phase; in 
the first phase, R, the designated root of the underlying spanning tree of the network, 
finds a processor with the smallest sized set and passes the control to that processor 
while simultaneously reorienting the tree to be rooted at that processor; the root of the 
tree now simply sends its values one at a time down that tree. Each processor com­
putes the size of the intersection of its set with the set received during that phase and 
sends this number to its parent (in a bottom-up fashion). Thus, at the end of each 
phase, a new root is found which has the smallest intersection with the set received
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during that phase. H ie algorithm is terminated when all processors have responded 
with exactly the same number of values as the number o f values sent by the root dur­
ing that phase.
The process during each phase is as follows: each processor has a candidate set 
at the beginning of the first phase; the (new) root of the tree sends its values down the 
tree one at a time; each processor, after receiving these values, computes its intersec­
tion with this set and treats the intersection as the new candidate set. Each leaf pro­
cessor sends (processor-id, size-of-candidate-set) to its parent. An internal processor 
receiving messages from all of its children finds the minimum of the numbers 
received. The root finally computes the minimum of all the processors. If  this 
minimum is equal to the size of its own candidate set , then it sends a "terminate" 
message on the tree and moves into a final state, marking the candidate set as the 
intersection. Each o f the other processors, after receiving die terminate message, 
marks its candidate set as the intersection and enters a final state. If, on the other 
hand, the number sent by one of the processors is smaller, then a processor with the 
smallest value is chosen as the next root and a message is sent to that processor. This 
message triggers all the processors on that path to change the directions of the edges 
on the path (so that the tree is reoriented) and the new root is selected to start the next 
phase.
3.5. The Proposed Algorithm
We assume that there exists a spanning tree in the network. Let P  be the root of 
this tree. H ie first step in the algorithm is to find that processor which has the smallest
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sized set. This is achieved as follows (by a standard process): P sends a "Compute min" 
message down the tree. Each processor upon receiving such a message simply for­
wards it to its children. A leaf processor upon receiving the message sends an ordered 
pair (Processor id, set-size) to its parent in the tree. An internal processor upon 
receiving messages from all its children computes the minimum set size among all of 
its children and itself and passes to its parent (processor-id, set size) corresponding to 
the minimum. Thus, P can compute the minimum size of the sets and the processor 
with that set (a tie being arbitrarily broken). The procedure ComputeMin uses exactly 
2* (n -1) messages.
Let the processor with the minimum sized set be R. We now reorient the tree so 
as to make R the new root of the tree. This process of reorientation of the parent child 
relationship in the tree takes no more than n-1 messages.
The root processor R now sends its entire set down the tree. The size of this 
message is at most m . Each internal processor when it receives this set will compute 
the intersection of the set received with its own set. It will then send a message con­
taining the elements of this intersection down the tree to its children. When a leaf 
node/processor receives a message it computes the intersection of its own set with the 
set received from its parent. Hie leaf processor now sends this intersection set to its 
parent. An internal node upon receiving the intersection sets from all its children then 
computes the intersection of all the sets it received. This information is then sent to 
its parent and this process goes on until the root note receives the intersection sets 
from all its children. Upon receiving the messages (intersection sets) from all its chil­
dren, the root node computes the intersection of all the sets in the system. This
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information is then sent down the tree to all the processors. For more clarity, we now 
present a step wise description of the algorithm.
3.5.1 Description of the Set Intersection Algorithm
Each processor in the system has a set of elements Si which we shall refer to as 
its Candidate Set Ci.
1. Find the processor/node in the system/network which has the minimum sized set 
using procedure Compute min. (Uses exactly 2* (n -l) messages)
2. Reorient the tree such that the node selected in step 1. is made the root. (Uses 
exactly n-1 messages)
3. The root sends the elements of its candidate set down the tree to all its children.
3.1 Each Intermediate node, upon receiving the set of elements from its parent, 
computes the intersection of its own set with the set received and then sends 
this newly computed set to all its children. This newly computed set now 
becomes its candidate set Cf.
3.2 A leaf node upon receiving the elements of the set from its parent computes 
the intersection o f its own set with the set received and sends the newly 
computed candidate set C(- up the tree to its parent.
4. Upon receiving the sets from all its children, an intermediate node computes the 
intersection of all these sets received. It also forms a list of all the sets received 
along with die id of the processor from which it was received. It then sends this 
intersection set up the tree to its parent.
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5. The root upon receiving the sets from all its children, computes the intersection 
of these sets. This set referred to as INT is the final intersection of all the sets in 
the system. The root also forms a list of all the sets received along with their 
processor id. This information is required to minimize the number of messages 
requited to broadcast the final intersection set. ( Steps 3, 4, 5 use at most
messages)
6. The root then computes the set difference £>,, which is C{ - INT for each of the 
sets received. If lz>f 1^ lINT I then the root sends D; to processor/ , one element at 
a time with a flag which tells that processor to discard the element from its candi­
date set, otherwise it sends INT to processor i . The intermediate nodes follow 
the same procedure as the root, (requires at most m (n -l)  messages)
3.6. Time and Message Complexity Analysis
In the above section, the sequence of steps used in the algorithm is outlined 
along with the message complexity for each step. In steps 3,4, and 5, during the exe­
cution of the algorithm each node receives exactly one message from its parent (other 
than the root node), the size of which cannot exceed m . Each child processor sends 
exactly one message to its parent, which in turn sends one to its parent and so on, until 
the messages reach the root. The message complexity of this entire process is no 
more than 2.(n-l).m . This is because, there are exactly n - 1 messages transmitted dur­
ing that phase (there are primarily only two phases in this algorithm, the forward 
phase refers to messages being sent from the root down the tree and the backward 
phase to messages being sent from the leaves up the tree to the root) and the size of
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any single message cannot exceed m . The last part of the algorithm deals with the 
broadcast o f the result to all the processors which again requires at most (n-l)jm  mes­
sages. Therefore, the overall message complexity of the entire algorithm is 
3 .(n —1) + 3 Jtt. (n —1).
The time complexity of the above algorithm is 0(m n). It is a common assump­
tion in this model of computation that the transmission of a message takes one unit of 
time. Therefore in any tree computation which is basically top-down or bottom-up 
(root to leaf or leaves to root) the time complexity is O (h), where h is the height of 
the tree. Since the value of h can be at most n , and the size o f each message can be at 
most 3, the overall time complexity of our algorithm is O (mn).
3.7. Comparison of Performance
Our algorithm is similar to the decentralized algorithm proposed in [Rama88]. 
In fig 3.1, we compare the performance of our algorithm with that o f algorithm A. An 
illustrative example is provided in the Appendix. The proposed algorithm is better 
than the previous one [Rama88], for the following reasons.
•  Message complexity analysis of our algorithm is simple.
•  Our algorithm involves only one phase, whereas algorithm A in [ Rama88] can 
have many phases (the notion of a phase is as described in section 4) in the exe­
cution of the algorithm with each phase requiring a reorientation o f  the tree.
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Factors Ramarao’s Algorithm Our Algorithm 
(Subbiah & Iyengar)
Number of Phases At most m 1
Reorientation o f Tree At most m 1
Computation o f Min At most m times Once
Message Complexity Bound ( 5 m n + 2 n — Am ) ( 3m(n—1)+ 3(n—l) )
Table 3.1 Table of Comparison
where m  is the cardinality of the smallest sized subset and n is the number of proces 
sors.
•  Our algorithm does not necessitate the fact that all the processors have 
knowledge of the universal set. The computation o f the message complexity o f  
algorithm A also involves the fa c t that each o f  the processors has information 
about the universal set.
•  The complexity analysis o f the proposed algorithm takes into account the 
number o f messages needed for the reorientation of the tree. The messages 
required fo r  reorienting the tree at each phase has not been taken into account in 
the calculation o f the bound fo r  the message complexity o f  algorithm A.
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•  The time complexity of our algorithm is 0(mn). In [Rama88], no mention is 
made of the time complexity for die distributed set intersection algorithm in the 
decentralized case. It is apparent from the nature of algorithm A, that the time 
complexity is of 0 (m 2n), since there could be at most m phases in that algo­
rithm.
Algorithm A performs well when the number of phases is at most one or two. 
This is reflected by the fact that there is no need for broadcasting the results to all the 
processors at the completion of the algorithm. The major emphasis of this chapter is 
in the bound of the message complexity, which is considerably lower.
The proposed decentralized algorithm is message-optimal for the set-intersection 
problem according to the optimality criterion provide in section 2 of [Rama88].
3.8. Summary
We have presented a simple decentralized distributed algorithm for the set inter­
section problem which uses at most 3.m(n - l )  + 3.(n-l) messages, where m is the car­
dinality of the smallest sized subset and n is the number of processors. This improves 
the result of [Rama88] where, a centralized and a decentralized distributed algorithm 
using 3.m(rt-l) + 3.(/i-l) and S.mn +2.n -4 .m  messages, respectively was presented. 
The time complexity of our algorithm is O {mn). The emphasis of this chapter is more 
on the simplicity of the proposed algorithm and the reduction in message complexity 
and time complexity.
It is interesting to note that there may be many cases where the intersection is 
empty. In these cases, we would be interested in the most preferred time slot
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[Iyen90]. H ie next chapter provides an efficient algorithm to determine the mode of 
the distribution of die sets.
Chapter Four
DETERM INATION O F TH E MODE
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we analyzed a situation where our point o f interest was 
the intersection of sets in a distributed environment. Consider an office environment, 
where people communicate by electronic mail. If  the employees wanted to elect a 
representative for a task, they could vote for one or more out of several candidates. 
The universal set would the set of all eligible candidates. Each individual set would be 
the list o f  candidates which the person voted for. In this case, we would be more 
interested in knowing who secured the maximum number o f votes. This maximum is 
otherwise called the mode of the distribution. We shall define the exact model o f the 
problem in the following section.
Consider the following problem: each processor i in a distributed system con­
tains a subset 5/ of a universal set U ; we wish to determine the number o f messages 
necessary and sufficient for each processor to know which element occurs with the 
highest frequency (MODE) in the entire network. A  distributed algorithm with a mes­
sage complexity of 0{kn) is presented to solve the above problem, where k  is the 
number o f distinct elements and n is the number of processors in the system.
4.2 Motivation
In  the previous chapter we had considered those cases where die intersection of 
the sets is non-empty. But, what if the intersection is empty? We analyze this
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situation where the intersection of the sets may be empty and propose distributed algo­
rithms to find that slot of time most preferred. The mode of a distribution is that ele­
ment which occurs with the highest frequency in a distribution. The mode, as we have 
already discussed, is of importance to those situations where the intersection is empty.
4.3 The problem
Electing a representative for a task is one of the most common requirements in 
an office environment. Each person is allowed to chose any number of representa­
tives. The problem is to find the one with the maximum number of votes. The case of 
a tie being arbitrarily settled.
In our distributed algorithm, the messages would be of the type (n i, S j, n2, S 2,
 }, where n-, is the number of occurrences of each of the elements in set S; . If  there
are k distinct elements in the entire system, then the maximum size of each message 
would at most be 2k, since there can be at most k counts and since the sets are dis­
joint, the cardinality of the union of all the sets could at most be k . The message com­
plexity of our algorithm is given by the product of individual message length and the 
number of such messages sent.
4.4 Input to the Algorithm
There are p  processors in the distributed system, each having a subset V; of ele­
ments from a Universal set U . The elements of U need not ordered in any way for the 
sake of this algorithm. There may be at most k distinct values in the system, such that 
k <,N = \u  I.
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4.4.1 The Proposed Algorithm
A centralized algorithm
Let P be the prefixed central processor. Let us assume that there exists a span­
ning tree in the network. Efficient algorithms for constructing spanning trees have 
been proposed by Gallager et. al in[Gall83]. If this spanning tree is not rooted at P, 
then we can reorient this tree to be rooted at P. This requires no more than p  - 1 mes­
sages. The processor P then sends a message ’Compute Number of Occurrences’ 
down the tree. Each processor upon receiving this message forwards it to all its chil­
dren. A leaf processor, after receiving a ’Compute Number of Occurrences’ simply 
sends a reply to its parent. This reply message is of the form {1, V, }, since the ele­
ments in any set are unique. An internal processor upon receiving reply messages 
from all its children, computes the number of occurrences of all the individual ele­
ments in its subtree and sends a reply to its parent. This message will be of the form
{n S ], « 2. S 2i  }. where n(- is the number of occurrences of each of the elements in
set S;. Ultimately, the processor P would have received replies from all its children, 
whereupon it computes the solution to the problem and sends a termination message 
down the tree.
4.4.2 Message Complexity Analysis
Since the size of any message may be at most 2k, the total number of messages 
sent in the execution of the above centralized distributed algorithm is at most {(n - 1) 
+ ((n - 1) * 2k) + (« - 1)}, giving rise to a message complexity of O (Jm ).
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4.5 A Decentralized Algorithm
Given the simplicity of the centralized algorithm, it is intriguing if there is a 
decentralized or fully distributed algorithm with the same message complexity. We 
show that there is indeed such a distributed algorithm. We also go on to show that the 
hilly distributed algorithm performs better than the centralized algorithm.
Algorithm
As in the case of the centralized algorithm, we assume that there exists a span­
ning tree in die network. At this stage, it is assumed that the root of the spanning tree 
is known and that each processor in the network knows who among its neighbors is its 
parent and who its children. Now, we are set to start the Find_Mode algorithm.
We assume that the algorithm is initiated at all the processors. We can assume 
that the system at each site initiates the algorithm at that site.
The processors in the network can be of three types:
1. Leaf Node : there is only one neighbor in the underlying spanning tree, which 
incidentally happens to be its designated parent.
2. Internal Node : It is not a leaf node, but is any node other than the root node.
3. Root Node : The unique node designated the root in the underlying spanning 
tree.
case 1 :
Every leaf node > will send a message to its parent which will simply be the set 
of elements in its set V,-. The size of this message can be at most k , where it is the
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number of distinct elements in the system. The message need not involve a count 
because the each of the elements in any one set is unique.
case 2 :
An internal node upon receiving messages from all its children will perform 
some local computation and send a message to its parent. This message will be of the 
form: {n t, S 1( n2, S 2, .....}, where is the number o f occurrences of each of the ele­
ments in set Si. The length of the message sent by any internal node may never 
exceed 2k because there are at most k distinct elements in the system and they can at 
most all have unique counts.
case 3 :
The root node upon receiving messages from all its children will compute the 
mode. Hie root node then sends a termination message down the tree along with 
mode.
It is interesting to note that at this stage the root node has information about the 
number of occurrences of each and every element in the system. It also knows the 
Union of the all the individual sets and hence the non-occurrence of any element can 
be computed from the set difference with the Universal set U, if  one such exists.
4.5.1 Message Complexity
The message complexity of algorithm described above is calculated by taking the 
product of individual message size and the number of such messages sent by the pro­
cessors, which is at most (n — 1) * 2.k, where the size of any message is at most 2.k.
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Since, there is no apriori knowledge about the distribution o f elements among 
the various sets in the system, the choice of the root node may significantly change the 
number the messages.
4.5.2 Proof of correctness
It is trivially true that Algorithm A1 terminates, because each processor in the 
system sends exactly one message. The root on receiving the messages from all its 
children then computes die Mode and then sends a terminate message to all the nodes. 
The tree structure of the communication network ensures that the interior nodes com­
pute the mode on their individual subtrees, after receiving messages from their respec­
tive children. The leaf node/processor has a mode of one, where every element occurs 
only once.
Theorem.
Any algorithm that solves the mode detection problem generates £l(kn)  messages.
Any algorithm for the detection of the mode in a distributed system, requires 
each processor to send at least one message, except the root, in the scenario just con­
sidered. Since the distribution of the elements is not known a-priori, this message will 
have to contain the elements o f the set in that processor. Since each processor may 
have at most k  distinct elements, the size o f the message is o f O (k). Since at least 
n - 1  such messages will have to transmitted, the order of message complexity is at 
least f t  (fat). The proposed algorithm uses only n -1 messages o f size at most 2k each 
and successfully computes the mode, using O (kn) messages. Therefore O (fat) mes­
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sages are necessary and sufficient to find distributively find the mode in a distribution 
of p  sets among p  processors in a distributed environment.
Theorem .
There exists a  message optimal decentralized distributed algorithm to detect the 
mode o f a distribution using 0  (kn ) messages.
The proposed decentralized algorithm solves the mode detection problem using 
0 (k n ) messages.■
4.6 Summary
We have shown that © (kn) messages are necessary and sufficient to determine 
the mode of a distribution in a distributed environment. Efficient decentralized algo­
rithms were also presented and shown to be optimal. The mode detection algorithm 
also provides information about the Union of the sets.
In any Office environment, the employees may want to elect an individual to 
represent them for a particular task. This election process is nothing but voting for all 
those persons that a particular person would choose to elect for the task. The person 
(s) with the maximum number of votes is declared the representative. The vote could 
also be a weighted vote in which case the algorithm has to be modified slightly to 




Distributed graph algorithms are interesting for many reasons. Several distri­
buted algorithms for computing structured subnetworks (such as spanning trees and 
hamiltonian cycles) and others for understanding the communicational structures of 
problems, have been proposed in the past. These algorithms can be used for providing 
certain basic facilities such as routing and reconfiguration. Learning topological 
configuration in a distributed system is vital to the design of suitable fast algorithms to 
solve various computational problems. In the earlier chapter, we used a spanning tree 
to compute the intersection of sets in a distributed environment. This computation 
would have been redundant had the network been identified to be a tree in the first 
place.
In the recent past, several distributed algorithms relating to graph-theoretic prob­
lems, such as, shortest paths [Chen82, Rama86, Chan82a], minimum weight spanning 
trees [Gall83, Park81, Chin85], biconnected components [Chan82bJ, centers 
[Kora84], and knots [Misr82], have been proposed. Problems such as message rout­
ing, center finding etc, can be solved very easily by imposing certain restrictions on 
the structure of the network.. It is shown in [Fred85] that problems such as shortest 
path, routing etc., are easy to handle in planar networks. In general, algorithms for 
general networks are expensive in terms of both time and message complexities,
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whereas algorithms for certain topologies are much faster and easy to design. Mes­
sage routing becomes easy to handle on mesh-connected or planar networks. There 
exist several problems in the literature which have been shown to be NP-Complete in 
[Gare79], but when restricted to certain graph structures result in optimal or efficient 
solutions. One such problem is the domination problem, which is NP-Complete on 
general graphs and several restricted graphs, but for which linear time solutions exist 
in tree structures. We shall present efficient distributed algorithms for computing the 
minimum dominating set in tree structures in chapter 7. This is the basic motivation 
behind designing distributed algorithms for recognizing the structure of a network. 
The design of efficient distributed algorithms for network recognition has many 
advantages, because knowledge of the structure of the network simplifies many prob­
lems. These recognition algorithms are basically to be used as preprocessing algo­
rithms.
Network recognition algorithms basically perform the task of identifying 
whether a particular network is one of several known restricted structures. The prob­
lem of network recognition was first introduced by Ramarao [Rama89], where several 
known topologies of networks such as rings, trees, bipartite graphs, star graphs, com­
plete graph structure networks are recognized using a single unified recognition algo­
rithm. The problem of network recognition as stated in [Rama89] is as follows:
•  Given a graph G(V,E) underlying a communication network, does its structure 
belong to the set = { tree, ring, bipartite, star, rectangular mesh, 2-ieducible, 
outerplanar, planar, cactus, complete The recognition algorithm, as men­
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tioned earlier should be treated as a preprocessing algorithm, whose time and 
message complexities should be considerably lesser than that the actual algo­
rithm on general graphs. Therefore, a robust network recognition should satisfy 
two basic requirements.
1. The cost of the recognition algorithm should be considerably smaller than the 
cost of the actual algorithm on general graphs.
2. The algorithm should be a unified algorithm, upon whose termination it should 
be possible to determine if the structure of the network is one among the known 
restricted structures listed earlier.
5.2 Previous Results
The problem of network recognition was introduced by Ramarao [Rama89], 
where a unified distributed algorithm is proposed which when executing on a con­
nected network G(VJE) determines whether G is a tree, ring, star graph, complete 
graph or a bipartite graph or none of them. The general pattern of the algorithm in 





In a centrally initiated algorithm, the algorithm is usually initiated at a specific 
start node. This node referred to as the central node/processor starts the algorithm. It
sends a message to all its neighbors requesting them to detect the structure(s) of 
interest. A processor p  receiving such a message becomes active. Processor p  arbi­
trarily selects one of the processors which has sent such a message to it and treats it as 
the "parent". Processor p sends an "accepted" message to its parent and "rejected" 
messages to all the other processors from which it received the message. Two case 
need to be considered depending on the nature of the local condition being checked:
1) the condition does not depend on some information available at a neighbor, and 2) 
the condition depends on such information. In the first case, p determines immediately 
after receiving a message, whether its local condition is consistent with that of the 
structure being sought. If any inconsistency is detected, then it informs all its neigh­
bors and terminates the transaction. If the local conditions are consistent, then it sim­
ply forwards the message to its neighbors other than those from which it has received 
the message previously. If it has no more neighbors to send to, it sends a "yes" mes­
sage to its parent. It sends a "no" message if the local conditions are inconsistent. On 
the other hand, if the local condition to be checked depends on the information from 
some neighbor, then clearly p  cannot check the local condition until it receives the 
information from that neighbor. But p cannot wait for that message without sending 
out any messages since that neighbor might be waiting for p  to send it a message 
before it can send the message to p . Thus p forwards the initial request message it 
has received with the appropriate changes in it according to the protocol, to all its 
neighbors. Thus, it is guaranteed that p  eventually receives the message it is expect­
ing from its neighbor since that neighbor is also following the same algorithm. P then 
checks the local condition after it receives all the relevant information from its neigh­
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bors o f interest, and behaves exactly as in the first case thereafter.
It can be seen that a spanning tree rooted at the central processor has implicitly 
been constructed during the above process. A node receiving "yes" messages from all 
of its children sends a "yes" message to its parent only if its local conditions are also 
consistent. Otherwise, it sends a "no" to its parent and terminates the algorithm. 
When the answer is "yes", it waits until it receives another message from its parent 
before it terminates. The central processor, after receiving the responses from all of 
its children, makes the global decision of whether the structure(s) is (are) present or 
not.
The individual algorithms for each of the structures being considered are listed 
below.
•  Recognition of a Bipartite Graph
Message sent: "Color is, a where a is blue (black) if  the color of the parent 
is black (blue).
Consistency condition: Two messages with different colors are not 
received.
•  Recognition o f a star
Message sent: Depth of a node ( distance from central processor)
Consistent Condition: Either the depths o f all the nodes from which the 
message is received is 0 or the number o f neighbors is 1.
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•  Recognition o f Tree
Message sent: "Your Color is red"
Consistent condition: Messages of this type are received from exactly on 
node.
•  Recognition of a Ring
Message sent: "Your Color is green"
Consistent condition: Number of neighbors = 2.
•  Recognition of a Complete Graph
Message sent: Depth of a node, number of neighbors.
Consistency condition: a) Depth of one of the nodes from which it has 
received the message is 0, and b) number of neighbors o f the node = 
number of neighbors of its parent.
Thus, it is shown in [Rama89] that there exists a unified centrally-initiated algo­
rithm which uses 0 (e) messages of 0 (logn) bits each and 0 (d) time to detect if the 
network is any one of a tree, ring, star graph, complete graph, or bipartite graph. It is 
also shown that the divide and conquer strategy proposed by Gallager e t  al. [Gall83] 
can be used, to detect the structures mentioned earlier. This approach is generally 
referred to as the inductive merge paradigm. The cost of the decentralized algorithm 
is higher due to the cost incurred by the divide and conquer strategy. The time and 
message complexities of the decentralized algorithm are O(nlogn) and O(e+nlogn) 
respectively, where each message is O (logn) bits long.
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5.3 Rectangular-Mesh recognition
In this section, we consider the problem o f recognizing whether a given network 
is a rectangular-mesh. We present an efficient distributed algorithm with a message 
complexity o f 0(N) ,  where N  is the number of nodes in the network, which is an 
improvement of a previous algorithm in [Moha90] with a message complexity o f 
0 ( N  log N).  The previous result for recognition of mesh connected networks is one 
using 0 ( N  log N)  messages and 0 ( N l ® time units [Moha90]. The bottleneck in that 
algorithm is the use of a breadth first search BFS tree [Awer87]. The proposed algo­
rithm is constructive in nature and also assigns coordinates to the nodes o f the net­
work. The proposed algorithm does not use a BFS tree in the recognition process. 
Our algorithm also assigns labels (coordinates) to the nodes which enables each node 
to know its exact position in the grid. Throughout this section, we shall use the words 
mesh, rectangular-mesh and grid interchangeably.
5.3.1 What is a Mesh?
In the rest o f the paper, we consider only the case of non-trivial networks with 
the number of nodes N , being at least four. The trivial case o f a network being a sin­
gle node or a path of nodes is not considered as it is not interesting.
N ecessary Conditions:
A mesh network must consist of vertices with degrees 2, 3, and 4 only, and 
with exactly four 2-degree vertices. Let D 2, D 3 and £>4 denote the number of 2- 
degree, 3-degree and 4-degree nodes respectively. Let the dimensions of the 
mesh be (m ,n ), where N , the total number of nodes in the network = (m * n ) =
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D2 + D3 + D4. The parameters of the mesh namely, D2, D3, Z?4, AT, m and n 
should satisfy the following conditions.
Total number of nodes N 
D3 + Z>4




2 * (m + n - 4)
2 * ( —+ot-4) 
m
Solving for m , we get
m 2 -  m ( — ■ +4) + W =0
Definition: A non-trivial networic is said to be an (m,n)  mesh-looking 
structure if (*) yields two positive (not necessarily distinct) integer solutions. 
Remark: An (to , n) mesh-looking structure need not be a rectangular-mesh.
k leth -C onnected  Network U tth-Looklng Non-Uesh Network
24D s  44
0  .  HOT NOT* (1-tNot* m  - * N |W  HOT* H *  4  ®4 *  M
O - node 09 « 20 M * 48 (8 • C)
Fig: 5.1.
Notation: For n £  1, let [n-1] denote the set {0,1, . . .  n - l }.
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Sufficient Conditions:
Theorem: An (mt n) mesh-looking structure is a rectangular-mesh iff 
there exists an injective map F : V [m-1] x [n-1], such that for any u .v  e  V 
w ithF(u) andF(v) = ( i \ / ) ,  whenever,uv  e  E then
|i - 1'| +  \j =  1.
It can be easily verified, that except for symmetry, the mapping F  is unique. 
For any 2-degree node v, F(v) e {(0,0), (m -1 ,0), (0 ,n-1), (n-1,m -1)}. Once 
this is fixed, because of adjacency constraints, a 3-degree node can assume labels 
from the set { (1,0), (2,0) ... (m-2,0), (0,1), (0,2), .. (0,n-2), ( l ,n - l ) ,  (2 ,n-1), .. 
(m—2, n-1), (m—1,1), (m—1,2) .. (m-1, n-2)}.
5.3.2 Description of the Previous Algorithm
The algorithm proposed in [Moha90] works in two phases. Our algorithm differs 
from the previous algorithm mainly in the second phase. The first phase simply 
involves determining whether the necessary conditions for a network to be a 
rectangular-mesh arc met. At the termination of Phase I, two adjacent 2 degree ver­
tices are located. They then initiate the second phase of the algorithm. A breadth first 
search is then performed with vj and v2 (the two 2-degree vertices) as the roots o f the 
BFS tree. It is this breadth first search that contributes to the increased message com­
plexity o f their algorithm. At each node the level number according to each of the 
two breadth first search trees is stored. Based on these level numbers, a consistency 
condition is then checked. If these conditions are satisfied then the network is mesh- 
connected, otherwise not.
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5.4 Informal Description of the Proposed Algorithm
The algorithm consists o f two phases. In the first phase, the necessary conditions 
for a network to be a mesh are checked, which is very similar if  not the same as that of 
the algorithm proposed in [Moha90]. If these conditions are met, then the second 
phase strips the mesh layer by layer, each time leaving behind a mesh of lesser dimen­
sion, until an intermediate mesh structure of dimension (1,*), (*,1), (2,*) or (*,2) is 
identified. During this phase, nodes in the mesh network are assigned coordinates. A 
successful assignment of coordinates to the nodes, satisfying the adjacency criteria, 
ensures recognition of a mesh structure. The algorithm rejects any other structure.
5.4.1 Phase I
During Phase I of the recognition algorithm, the following tasks are performed.
1) Compute the values of D 3, £»2* ^ 4. m , n , N .
2) Check necessary conditions.
3) Send information about m and n to all nodes.
4) Instruct nodes to send id and degree to all their neighbors.
5) Select any 2-degree node and initiate Phase n.
In this phase, the values o f the various mesh parameters are determined. For this 
we use an underlying spanning tree of the network (if no such one exists then we can 
construct one by a simple depth first search algorithm using 0 ( N )  messages). We
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shall now informally discuss the working of the algorithm. The root of this spanning 
tree generates a "Count" message, which has the following format:
(D2, £>3 , D4, N , Flag)
the flag field is Boolean (presence or absence of nodes with degree other than 2, 3, or
4. This message is trickled down to ihe leaf nodes, which return the message after 
updating the values of the various fields. An internal node receiving a return message 
from all its children updates (counts the number of 2-degree, 3-degree and 4-degree 
nodes in its subtree) the value of the various fields and sends it to its parent, and this 
process goes on until the root receives messages from all its children. At this stage the 
root node determines the values of the various parameters and checks whether the 
necessary conditions have been satisfied.
If any of the necessary conditions is violated, then the algorithm is terminated. 
The root node sends a message down the tree, containing the expected dimensions of 
the mesh (m , n ). This message is propagated by the internal nodes of the tree, until a 
leaf node is reached. When a node receives this message about the dimensions of the 
mesh, it sends information about its id and degree to every one of its neighbors in the 
network and also propagates the dimensions down to its children. Then, some 2- 
degree node is identified and a message is sent to that node to initiate the second phase 
of the algorithm. Hence at the conclusion of Phase I, all necessary conditions have 
been satisfied and the structure has been identified as a mesh-looking structure. Addi­
tionally, every node knows the id and degree of all its neighbors and the dimensions 
of the mesh (m ,n ). The newly selected 2-degree node now starts Phase H
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5.4.2 Phase II
The algorithm described in this section is used only for the recognition of those 
mesh structures whose dimensions are where m ,n  > 2. A slight modification
of the algorithm can be used to recognize the special case of an (m, 2) or (2, n) mesh 
structures. The algorithm for the recognition of mesh-stmctures with dimensions 
(m, 2) or (2, n)  is presented in section 10.
Each node has 3 variables, namely, its coordinate (x, y) {set to (0,0) initially), 
static degree Ds , and dynamic degree Dd (initially = Ds = no: of neighbors). Each 
node also maintains an active neighbor list Nt of all its neighbors and their static 
degrees. The algorithm in this phase is constructive in nature. This phase is divided 
into many stages. At each stage, a layer of the mesh is peeled (much like an onion 
peel). This peeling of a particular layer affects the Nt list and dynamic degrees of the 
nodes in the next inner layer. Stage I differs from the other stages in that Dd =  D, for 
all the nodes participating in this stage. The peeling of a layer is broken into four dif­
ferent directions namely (+x, +y, -x, -y). These directions aid in the generation of 
coordinates for the nodes. The order of the directions is quite important, but it does 
not matter as to which direction is chosen first. The need for the direction will be 
clarified in the subsequent sections.
5.4.2.X Stage I of Phase II
At the beginning of Phase n , each node sets all the members of its neighborhood 
list to be ACTIVE. A node enters the DEAD state when its neighborhood list 
becomes empty. A successful termination of the algorithm results in evety node in the
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network reaching the DEAD state. A node updates its neighborhood list when a mes­
sage, is either sent or received by that node. The process of updating is the deletion of 
that member from/to whom the message was received/sent. The process of peeling 
the outer most layer is initiated by the 2-degree node selected at the end of Phase I. 
This node sends a message to one of its 3-degree neighbors. This message has the fol­
lowing format:
{Message_Type, id, Snum, Cooidinates(x,-,yl)l Direction} 
where Snum denotes the stage number (= 1 in this case), and Dir can be any one of {+x, 
+y, -x, -y}. The actual message sent in this case would be
{"Propagate", id, 1, (0,0), +x }
When a 3-degree node receives this message, it sets its coordinates to (1,0), 
based on the coordinate o f the sender(0,0) and the direction(+x). The rest of the 
description of stage I will be illustrated with an example as shown in Fig 5.2a.
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Fig. 5.2b
Node b has received the message from node a. Node b has two other neighbors 
namely, c and d t which have a degree of 3 and 4 respectively. Node d does not parti­
cipate in the peeling process, but learns its coordinates based on the message it 
receives from b . The message sent by node b to node d is
("Propagate", b , 1, (1,0), +y)
Node d  on receipt of this message sets its coordinates to (1,1). In this stage all direc­
tion information is taken "as is" for the computation of the coordinates, whereas in 
subsequent stages the 4-degree nodes will have to interpret the directions.
Node b sends the following message to c
("Propagate", b , 1, (1,0), +x)
Node c upon receiving this message sets its coordinates to (2,0) and propagates this 
message to its other 3-degree neighbor, who performs similar actions as b .
This process is continued until node g as shown. Node g does not have a 3- 
degree neighbor, other than the one from which it received the propagation message. 
Hence it sends the updated propagation message to its 2-degree neighbor. Node g
<*Y)
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also sends a message to its 4-degree neighbor i, which sets its coordinates to (m -2 ,1). 
If a node receiving a message, already has its coordinates set, then the information 
from the message received is used for confirming its coordinates or for rejection. In 
case of a rejection, the node sends a special message to its parent in the spanning tree, 
to terminate the recognition process. In subsequent stages, a node simply sends a 
"Disagree" message to the originator of the message, who must decide whether or not 
to terminate the process. It is to be noted that node i receives messages both from 
node g and j .  It is immaterial as to which message is received first.
Node h upon receiving a propagate message from node g, sets its coordinates, 
and verifies the dimension of the mesh based on its coordinates and the stage number. 
Node h also changes the direction from ’+x’ to ’+ y \ and sends the following message 
to j .
("Propagate", h , 1, (m -1,0), +y)
This process continues until node k sends a message to nodes d and a . Node d upon 
receipt of this second message, confirms its coordinates and initiates the second stage 
of Phase II. At each stage i, the node with coordinates (i-1, i-1) and |AT;| = 2(Dd = 2), 
will initiate the peeling process of that stage.
5.4.2.2 Rest of Phase II
The second stage of Phase II is initiated by the node which has the coordinates 
(1,1) and a dynamic degree of 2. It is important to understand the fact that each node 
only knows the static degree of its neighbors. The nodes which already have a coordi­
nate assigned in the previous stage, participate in the peeling process and the nodes in
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the next layer learn and set their coordinates which will be used in the next stage. 
Hence peeling of one layer, is not completely independent from the peeling of the pre­
vious or the next layer. This transfer of information to the next layer ensures the 
proper working of the algorithm.
When a particular layer of the network is being peeled, the nodes in the next 
layer (4-degree nodes usually) learn their coordinates. They compute their coordinate 
value based on the values of the various fields of the received message. Since they are 
4-degree nodes, they do not propagate this message. The propagation of the peeling 
message is done by the dynamic 3-degree and 2-degree nodes. Since these nodes do 
not propagate the message, they know that the direction field of the message received 
is wrong, and hence use the succ(Dir) to compute their coordinate values. These com­
puted values are then confirmed, when the next layer is peeled when these nodes 
become 3-degree nodes are used to propagate the peeling message.
Every node upon receiving a message computes a coordinate value. If its coordi­
nates are not already known, then the newly computed values are its coordinates. If 
its coordinates are already set, then the newly computed value should equal its coordi­
nates. If  the node is a 3-degree node, then it confirms its coordinates with the newly 
computes values and continues the propagation process. If  it finds that the two values 
are not the same, then it recomputes the coordinates with succ(Dir) and then checks if 
its coordinates are equal to this newly computed value, as in the case of node s in Fig 
5.2b. If the values are found to be equal, then it sends a "Disagree" message to the 
sender indicating that there is a problem. If the values are found to be different, then 
this node recognizes that the network is not a rectangular-mesh and hence sends a
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special "Reject" message to its parent in the spanning tree constructed during phase I.
We shall explain the working of the algorithm by identifying 3 cases as shown in Fig
5.2b.
1. Node a has b and c as active members of its N( list. Each of these nodes has a 
static degree of 4 and a dynamic degree of 3. Node b has a coordinate of (2,1) 
and c has a coordinate of (1,2). To ensure the same direction of peeling in this 
layer, as in the previous layer, only b has to propagate the message. Node a 
sends the following message to both b and c .
("Propagate", a ,  2, (1,1), +x)
Node c will reject the message since the computed coordinate does not match its 
coordinate. It then sends the following message to a , informing it about the 
disagreement in the computed coordinate values.
("Disagree", c, 2, (1,2))
Node a will ignore this message, since it expects to receive a "Disagree" mes­
sage from one of its active neighbors. If a node receives "Disagree" messages 
from all its active neighbors, then it sends a special "REJECT" message to its 
parent in the spanning tree used in Phase I.
2. Node b has two active members in its Nt list namely d and e , both with a static 
degree o f 4. Node e has a dynamic degree of 3, whereas d  has a dynamic degree 
o f 4. Node b sends the following message to both d  and e .
("Propagate", b , 2, (2,1), +x)
The inteipretation of this message by d  and e is quite different
'd '  Since d  does not have its coordinates set, it leams about the value of its 
coordinates from the message it received. This computation is not the same 
as in Phase I. The message received by d is a  propagate message, but its 
dynamic degree is not 3. So it assumes that this message was wrongly sent. 
To compute its coordinates, d chooses the direction following that which 
was received in the message, from the set {+x, +y, -x, -y). In this case the 
direction chosen would be +y. Hence d would set its coordinates to (2,2), 
and send a reject message to b .
'e ’ Node e already has its coordinates set, and simply confirms that the com­
puted value is the same as its coordinates. Then e follows the same pro­
cedure as b.
Node s receives two messages, one each from p  and r .  The message received 
from p  is ip , 2, (m-3, 1), +x). Since s is 4-degree node, it computes its coordi­
nate value with the direction changed to +y, (succ(-fx)). The message received 
from r  is (r, 2, (m-2, 2), +y). At this point in time, s would have a dynamic 
degree of 3, since it has already received the message from p .  So it computes its 
coordinate value with the same direction field value as that received. It tries to 
confirm its value, but when it finds that the computed value is different from its 
previously computed coordinates, it recomputes the new value with succ(dir). It 
is immaterial for the successful execution of the algorithm as to which of these 
two messages reaches s first. Node s leams its coordinates from the first mes­
sage and confirms this with the second message. If  the learned value and the
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computed value are not the same, then a special "REJECT" message is sent to its 
parent in the spanning tree. The algorithm is then terminated. The exact work­
ing of the algorithm at each node upon receiving a message is provided in section
5.
During any stage of the peeling process, there exist 4 nodes, whose dynamic 
degree is 2. One of these initiates the algorithm for that stage/layer. The other three 
perform the following functions.
•  The direction field o f the next propagate message is changed to that which 
appears next (successor) in the list {+x, +y, -x, -y}.
•  The current dimensions of the mesh are confirmed based on its coordinate value 
and the stage number.
This process o f peeling is stopped when a degenerate intermediate mesh struc­
ture of dimension (1,*), (*,1), (2,*) or (*,2) is identified. This decision is made by the 
two degree node which initiates the peeling process at that stage, since it has 
knowledge of the current dimensions o f the mesh. These special trivial structures will 
be recognized using a slightly different algorithm. In the following section, a pseudo 
code version of the algorithm is presented. The algorithm is initiated at a particular 
2-degree node. Other nodes in the system are initially INACTIVE. When a node 
receives a message, it executes the following algorithm. Messages have the following 
format in general:
(Mesg_Type, id , Stagejm m , Coordinates (x ,y), Direction )
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Messages are treated as record structures for the puipose of the description of the 
algorithm. The field Mesg_Type can take the following values:
"Propagate"
The peeling process in any stage is propagated from one node to another uring 
the "Propagate" message.
"Disagree"
When a node receives a "Propagate" message and finds that the computed value 
of its coordinates does not agree with its learned value, then it sends a "Disagree" 
message to the node from which the original message was received.
"REJECT"
When a node is able to determine that the structure is not a rectangular-mesh, 
then it sends a special "REJECT" message to its parent in the spanning tree. This 
message indicates that the algorithm is to be terminated and hence this message 
is propagated by its parent up to the root.
The following code is executed by a node i receiving a message m from its 
neighbor. Each node has the following local variables:
(xt , y ,-) Coordinates of the node
set True if coordinates have been set, else false
Ndis Number of disagree messages received.
Ni A list of neighbors, initially all active.
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(M, N) Dimensions of the Mesh.
Procedure Recognize Mesh ( m);
i : id;
m : message;





If  stage 1 then 
begin
If Coordinates set then
If  old value * new computed value then 
send (" REJECT ", P(.));
else
remove sender from active neighbors list
If  (k,|= 2) and (*, y,) = (m .stage, m.stage) and NOT degenerate then 
/* checking for an intermediate case of (2,*) or (1,*) */ 
for every neighbor j do
Send ( "Propagate, <, m. stage + 1, +x ); 
remove recipient from active neighbors list 
{ Start Next Stage } 
else /* coordinates not set */ Begin
Compute new coordinates (same direction)
Case dynamic degree Of 
3 : remove sender from active neighbors list
for every neighbor j do 
Case degree of neighbor j  Of
2,3 : send ( "Propagate",«, 1, (*„ y,), m.dir);
remove recipient from active neighbors list 
4 : send ( "P ropagate",1, fo, yt), SUCC (m.dir)); 
remove recipient from active neighbors list 
end; { Case Statement -w,(i)0) degree )
4 : remove sender from active neighbors list
2 : remove sender from active neighbors list
To your neighbor do
Send ( "Propagate",;, (*„ y,), S U C C  (m .d ir));
If  Not Dimension_Confirm then 
send (" REJECT ", P(0);
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end; { Case Statement - kr,|}
end;
end
else { Stage No: £  2 }
If coordinates not set then 
Ifkr,l=4 then
(x,, y,) = Compute ( m.(x.y), SUCC (dir));
Send ( "Disagree", m.w);
remove sender from active neighbors list
else
Send ("REJECT", P(;)); 
else { Coordinate Set During Previous Stage } 
begin
If (xj, y,) = Compute ( dir) then
remove sender from active neighbors list 
for every active neighbor j  do
Send ( "Propagate, i, m.stage, (x,~y,), m.dir); 
remove recipient from active neighbors list 
( Continue Same Stage }
else
If (*. yi) = Compute ( m .(x ,y ), SUCC (m .d ir))  then 
begin
Send ( "Disagree", m . id);
{ When current dimension becomes (2,*) }
Ifkr,|*(2or3) then
remove sender from active neighbors list 
Ifiv,| = 2then
If (*/, >/) = On.stage, m.stage) and NOT degenerate then 
for every neighbor j  do
Send ( "Propagate, i, m.stage + 1, (x,,~y(), + x ); 
remove recipient from active neighbors list 
{ Start Next Stage } 
else If  (degenerate) then
/* An intermediate mesh of dimension 
(1,*), (*,1), (2,*) or (*,2) is identified. */ 
Recog_degenerate;/* in the next section*/
end
else
send ("REJECT", P(,)); 
end; { End PROPAGATE }
"Disagree":
NJi, = N tUl +  1 ;
If N& — 2 then
Send ("REJECT", P(,));
"REJECT":
If not root(Spanning Tree) then 
Send ("REJECT", P(<))
else
Start ( Terminate ( REJECT)); 
end; { End of Case Statement}
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The following procedure is followed when a degenerate case is identified during the 
recognition procedure.
Note: These procedures are used only when an intermediate mesh o f dimension (I,*), 
(*,1 ), (2 ,*) or (*2 ) is identified.
The computation of the coordinate value is performed locally by each node upon 
receipt of a message, by using the procedure "Compute".
Procedure Compute ((x.y), dir);
input : Sender’s Coordinate value and direction 
output: New coordinate values
begin
Case dir of
’+*’ : return (c*+i.y));
’V  : return (cx.y+D);
: return ( (*-i,y));
’V  : return ( Ci.y-i)); 
end;
Procedure Recognize_Intermediate_(l,*)_Mesh ( m)
i id  \
m : message;
begin
If coordinates are not set then 
send ("REJECT", P(i));
else
If  message type = "X dimension =1" then
remove sender from active neighbor list;
Iif active neighbor list not empty then 
send to unique active neighbor 





/* A similar procedure is followed if the "Y dimension is 1" */
Procedure Recognize_Intermediate_(*,2)_Mesh (<, m); 
begin
If coordinates not set then 
Send ("REJECT", P(i));
else
If message type = "X dimension = 2" then 
Ifm.(x,y) e { } then
To both active neighbors do
send ("X dimension = 2",;, m.stage, (*,, yt), NO Direction) 
remove sender from active neighbor list;
If  (active neighbor list is empty) and (*„ >,) = (w -mjtage.mjiage -  i) then 
send ("FINISH", P(i));
end;
/* A similar procedure is followed if the "X dimension is 2" */
/* The reporting node has a coordinate of (m - 1-mjtage.N - 1 -mjtage) */
5.4.3 Term ination of Recognition
The algorithm is terminated when a message of type "FINISH" is received by the 
root of the spanning tree. If the root node is in the "DEAD" state then it sends a 
"check" message to all its children. Any node receiving the "check" message will 
either propagate it down to its children, if its state is "DEAD" i.e. its coordinates are 
set, or send a "NO" message to its parent. When the leaf nodes receive this "check" 
message, they send a "yes" if the state of the node is "DEAD" and a "NO" otherwise.
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If a node receives a "NO" message then it propagates this message to its parent. 
If all children send a "yes", then it propagates a "yes" to its parent. If the root node 
receives a "yes" from all its children, then the network is a rectangular-mesh.
5.5 Proof of Correctness
Any structure accepted by the algorithm is a rectangular-mesh structure. The 
algorithm ensures that the necessary conditions for the network to be mesh-connected, 
are satisfied. Now, it is sufficient to label the nodes with coordinate values, which 
satisfy the sufficiency conditions, as specified in the definition of a mesh. Every node 
receives its coordinate value from a neighboring node which already has its coordi­
nates set. A node does not change its coordinates during the execution of the algo­
rithm. First, we need to prove that no two nodes have the same coordinate value.
Let us consider the case of a node with coordinates (p ,q ). No neighbor of this 
node has the same coordinates. Without loss of generality let us assume that the 
direction of propagation is +x. Any node receiving its coordinates in the same 
direction has the first coordinate element greater than p . For this coordinate to 
decrease two changes in direction should take place. But the first change in 
direction would change the second coordinate element. With this simple argu­
ment we can establish that no two nodes can have the exact same coordinate 
values. □
From the definition of a mesh (section 3), it is apparent that apart from symmetry 
conditions, there exists exactly one mapping from V —» [m-1] x [n—I]. Therefore, the 
failure of our algorithm to assign labels to all nodes in the network signifies the fact
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that the structure in question was not a mesh-connected structure in the first place.
5.6 Informal Discussion of (2,*) Mesh Recognition
It can be seen that the algorithm described in the previous sections does not 
recognize the specific case of a (2,*) or (*,2) mesh. Here, we shall describe a different 
algorithm by illustrating it with an example as shown in Fig 5.3.
The algorithm will recognize a mesh structure, by assigning coordinates to the 
nodes, just as we did in the previous algorithm. If during the process of assigning 
coordinates, a non-mesh structure is recognized, then the algorithm is terminated. The 
algorithm works by assigning coordinates to two nodes at a time. We shall give an 
informal description of the working of the algorithm.
It is assumed that all nodes know the id and degree of their neighbors. During 
phase I, all nodes also know the expected dimensions of the mesh. The only possibil­
ity of the existence of a non-mesh structure, is shown in Fig 5.3. The algorithm basi­
cally checks to see that there are no "cross-connections".
To start with, a 2 degree node is identified, which starts the recognition process, 
by setting its coordinates to (0,0), and sending a message to its unique 2-degree neigh­
bor. We shall describe the rest of the algorithm by the example shown in Fig 5.3.
Node f  upon receiving a message from node a , sets its coordinates to (0,1), and 
sends an "accept" message back to node a . The next step is to assign coordinates to 
nodes b and g , and then to nodes c and h , and so o n ...
Node a sends the message ("New", 1, (0,0), a)  to node b . When node b receives
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this message, it sends a propagate message ("Propagate", 2, (0,0), b ) to nodes g and c . 
Node c upon receiving this message propagates it to its active neighbors d  and h , by 
sending the message ("Propagate", 3, (0,0), c) to them. A node receiving a message 
with a distance field of 3 does the following.
1. If its dynamic degree is 2 and that it has its coordinates set, then it sends an 
"accqpt" message to the sender.
2. Otherwise, it sends a "reject" message to the sender.
In this case, node c receives two "reject” messages, upon which it propagates this 
"reject" back to node b . Node g receives a "reject" from h and an "accept" from node 
/ .  Since node g expects to receive only one accept message, it sends an accept to 
node b , after removing /  from its active neighborhood list, and setting its coordinates 
to (0+1,0+1). Node b upon receiving an "accept" from g , sets its coordinates to (0+1, 
0), and sends the message ("New", 1, (1,0), b)  to node c and the process goes on,
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until node x  receives a message of type "New", where it sets its own coordinates and 
sends a special message to its unique 2-degree neighbor which sends a "Finish" mes­
sage to its parent in the spanning tree used in Phase I.
In the case of non-mesh structures, both nodes c and g would have received 2 
"reject" messages each and would in turn propagate "reject" messages to node 6 . 
Node b after receiving two "reject" messages would in turn send a "reject" message to 
node a , which would terminate the recognition recognition process.
The rest of the algorithm proceeds along the same lines as described above and 
hence needs no more explanation.
5.7 Complexity Analysis
First, we shall establish a lower bound on the number of messages needed to 
recognize the structure of a network. Any algorithm that recognizes the structure of a 
network requires at least £2(N) messages, where N is the number of nodes in the net­
work. This is true because each node has only local knowledge of its neighbors, and 
hence at least one message needs to be sent by every node, even to count the number 
of nodes in the network.
The algorithm presented in this paper to recognize rectangular-mesh connected 
networks uses 0(N)  messages, and has a time complexity of 0(N). The algorithm 
works in two phases. In the first phase, it uses 0 (N) messages to construct an underly­
ing spanning tree and then uses at most 2N messages to compute the values of D2, D3 
and D4 and the dimensions of the mesh. In the second phase of the algorithm, each 
node sends at most 3 messages, where the size of the message is fixed and not depen-
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dent on the size of the network. The final phase of terminating the algorithm uses at most 
2N messages. Therefore the total message complexity of the algorithm is 0(N).
Assuming that every message consumes one time unit to reach its destination, it 
can be easily shown that the algorithm has a time complexity of O (N).
Previous Algorithm Our Algorithm
Time complexity 0{NX6) o m
Message Complexity 0(N  log W) 0(N)
Table 5.1 Table of Comparison
5.8 Recognition of O uter-P lanar G raphs
Here, we present a scheme based on the sequential algorithm for recognizing 
outer-planar graphs proposed by Wagers wagers We shall not provide a detailed 
description of the algorithm, but merely the technique used and the message complex­
ity. The algorithm proposed by Wagers uses an edge-coloring technique and deletes 
vertices of degree less than or equal to two, one at a time. We use a similar technique 
for the distributed algorithm. Here, we shall describe the steps involved in recogniz­
ing 2 -reducible graphs, which can then be extended to recognizing outer-planar 
graphs.
Basic Definitions
The following definitions are directly reproduced from [ Wage ].
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•  A graph is planar if it can be drawn in the plane without crossing edges.
•  A graph is outer planar if it can be drawn in the plane, such that, all vertices lie
on the same face (outer-face) and no edges are crossed.
•  A graph G = (V.E) is 2-reducible (2-red) iff
1. E = <f> or
2. v e  V with deg(v) £ 1 and Gv = G - {v} is 2-red or
3. v e V with deg(v) = 2 and neighbors vj and v2 and Gv = (G - {v}) u  (<{>, 
{{vi, v2}}) is 2 -red.
Basically, Gv arises from the reduction of the vertex v.
Theorem 5.1 (Theorem of Chartrand and Harray)
A graph is outer planar iff it has no subgraph homoemorphic to AT4 otK 2̂ .
For the basic definitions of graph theoretic concepts, the interested reader is 
referred to Harary [Hara693 The recognition of outer-planar graphs is directly linked 
to the recognition of 2 -reducible graphs, since an outer planar graph is always 2 - 
reducible.
The Methodology
Each node maintains the following information in its local memory.
1. The list of neighbors and their IDs.
2. The list of virtual neighbors, (caused by reducing 2-degree vertices)
Initially, all nodes with a single neighbor send a message to their unique neigh­
bors requesting them to delete their ID from the neighbors active neighborhood list
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Hence, without loss of generality, we could assume that the graph under question does 
not have any 1-degree vertices. Let the number of 2-degree vertices in the graph be k. 
Then, we present an O (fen) algorithm to deduce whether the given graph is 2-reducible 
or not. We shall illustrate the steps involved in the algorithm with the help of exam­
ples. The steps involved in recognizing 2-reducible graphs:
•  A 2-degree node reduces itself by sending messages to both its neighbors. The 
information sent to each neighbor is the ID of the other neighbor. If any of these 
neighbors is also a 2-degree node then a chain is established. By using standard 
techniques, we can reduce all such chains by using 0 (p) messages, where p is 
the number of nodes participating in the chain. At the end of the reduction of a 
chain the two end nodes possess knowledge about to whom they are virtually 
connected.
Obviously, only one of two end nodes of a reduced 2-degree node can itself 
become 2-degree, after the reduction. If both the nodes are not 2-degree nodes, then a 
message is sent up the spanning tree, to check if there is a dead lock. So every 2- 
degree node after reduction either creates another 2 -degree node or the reduction pro­
cess stops with that node when a check is made to determine if there are any other 2 - 
degree nodes that can reduce. If there are none and there exist any unreduced vertex 
then we conclude the structure was not 2-reducible. If all the vertices have been 
reduced and have zero degree, then we have a 2 -reducible graph.
To recognize an outer planar graph, an additional constraint is added with each 
reduction. Each edge initially is given a label from the set ( cross, bridge, out). The 
description of the algorithm and the proof of correctness is presented in [Wage]. It
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can be shown that using the methodology described we can recognize outer-planar 
and 2 -reducible graphs using at most O(jot) messages, k is the number of isolated 2 - 
degree nodes in the graph. An isolated 2-degree node is one that does participate in a 
chain of 2 -degree nodes.
We are sure that the complexity of the algorithm can be improved to achieve an 
algorithm whose message complexity is linear in the number of nodes. Another factor 
is to include all these algorithms in the unified scheme presented by Ramarao in 
[Rama89].
5.9 Sum m ary
We have presented message optimal 0(N)  distributed algorithms to recognize 
rectangular-mesh structured networks. This algorithm is an improvement over a pre­
vious presented in [Moha90], as shown in the table above. The algorithm not only 
recognizes mesh-connected networks but also assigns coordinate labels to each node, 
which can used for efficient routing. The algorithm described here can be added to 
the unified optimal distributed algorithms presented in [Rama89] to recognize if a net­
work is a tree, ring, star graph, complete graph or a bipartite graph. Recognition algo­
rithms for other classes of graphs, namely, planar graphs can be constructed under the 
same framework provided for outer-planar and 2 -reducible graphs.
Chapter Six
r - D O M I N A T I O N  IN  T R E E S
6.1. History
The earliest ideas of dominating sets, it would seem, date back to the origin of 
the game of chess in India over 400 years ago, in which one studies sets of chess 
pieces which cover or dominate various opposing pieces or various squares of the 
chessboard.
The most common definition given of a dominating set is that 
it is a set of vertices D g V i n a  graph G= (V,E) having the property that every vertex 
v € V - D is adjacent to at least one vertex in D . The domination number y (G) is the 
cardinality of a smallest dominating set of G.
In more recent times the Eight Queens and Five Queens problems rekindled 
interest in dominating concepts, e.g., in the books of Ahrens in 1901 and Konig in 
1936. Finally with the publications of the books by Berge in 1958 and Ore in 1962 
the topic of domination was given formal mathematical definition. Cockayne and 
Hedetniemi began to study it and ultimately published a 1975 survey of the results 
that had been obtained by that time. This brought the subject sufficiendy into focus to 
set research on a much larger scale into motion.
In the last 15 years, over 250 p a p e r s  have been published on the subject. The 
algorithmic study of domination has exploded onto the scene even more suddenly than 
the theoretical study of domination. Perhaps the first domination algorithm was an
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attempt by Daykin and NO in 1966 to compute the domination number of an arbitrary 
tree. Cockayne, Goodman and Hedetneimi apparently constructed the first domina­
tion algorithm for trees in 1975 and, at about the same time, David Johnson con­
structed the first [unpublished] proof that the domination problem for arbitrary graphs 
is NP-complete.
6.2 In troduction  to  r-domination
The problem of finding a minimum r-dominating set for a graph G= (V, E) is that 
of selecting the smallest subset Dr such that every other vertex of G is at a distance r 
or less from some vertex in Dr. In this chapter we present optimal distributed algo­
rithms for determining the minimum r-dominating set when G is a tree. We introduce 
the problem of reliable r-domination in the next chapter. In chapter 7, we also present 
optimal unified distributed algorithms for the total, and reliable r-Domination problem 
on tree structures with a message and time complexity of 0 (n), where I vl = n .
The dominating set is used in solving facility placement problems in networks, 
where each node represents a customer and/or a potential site for placement of a facil­
ity. A feasible solution corresponds to a set of facilities located at £>gV, such that 
each customer is adjacent to or at a distance at most r to some facility. Several varia­
tions of the domination problem have been studied in the past. A dominating set D of 
a graph G is independent if the nodes in D are pairwise non-adjacent, connected if the 
subgraph G [D] induced by D is connected, and total if G [D] has no isolated node.
There are many applications for the r-dominating set problem. We shall concen­
trate on its importance in communication networks, specifically with respect to
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distributed systems. We shall also confine ourselves to finding a dominating set in a 
tree rather than a general graph. The domination problem for general graphs has been 
proved to be NP-complete in Karp [ Karp72]. The minimum r-dominating set is used 
in networks for placement of special purpose resources, such that every other node in 
die network has access to these resources within a distance of r. Other issues like the 
reliability and quality of communication links necessitate the identification of such a 
set of nodes with a special property. In a distributed system, the communication 
between processors is usually restricted to a spanning tree of edges. The communica­
tion subsystem for the purpose of execution of distributed algorithms is a tree. It is for 
these tree structures that we are interested in finding dominating sets.
Cockayne, Goodman, and Hedetniemi [Cock75] present a (linear) sequential 
algorithm for finding a minimum Dr. A minimum Dr is one with the fewest possible 
vertices. A minimal Dr is one such that no proper subset of it is also an Dr. Slater 
[Slat76] also considers the r-Domination in graphs and provides efficient sequential 
algorithms for these problems.
Until now, no attempts have been made to present distributed algorithms for 
domination problems in graphs. The problem of r-domination also lends itself to the 
solution of p -center problems as illustrated in [He90, Radh90J. Here, we present a 
message optimal distributed algorithm for computing die minimum r-dominating set 
on trees.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.3 provides a brief insight into the 
model of the distributed system that we base our algorithm upon. We discuss the for­
mat of messages in section 6.4. In section 6.5, we discuss the basic methodology of
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the r-dominating set algorithm. Section 6 .6  gives a detailed description of our distri­
buted algorithm and its complexity and correctness proofs. A summary is presented 
in section 6.9.
6.3 The Model
An asynchronous network is a point-to point (or store and forward) communica­
tion network, described by an undirected communication graph G =( V,E ), where the 
set of nodes V represents processors of the network and the set of edges E represents 
the bidirectional non-interfering communication channels operating between neigh­
boring nodes. There is no shared memory between processers in the system. Each 
node processes messages received from its neighbors, performs local computational, 
and sends messages to its neighbors, all in negligible time.
Several independent processors exist in the system, each with a distinct id. Two 
processors can exchange information only through explicit messages on a communi­
cation medium; the communication subsystem provides a point to point communica­
tion capability (thus, at a  given instance, any processor can be sending/receiving a 
message to/from any/all of its neighbors). A processor can send and/or receive mes­
sages to/from processors that are only adjacent to it. The communication links are 
bidirectional. The distributed algorithm is initiated at one or more nodes/processors 
(usually by a command given by the user or generated by a system operating at a site). 
Each processor does some local computation and sends out messages to its neighbors 
(some, all or none at all). We assume that all messages are guaranteed delivery within
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an arbitrary but finite amount of time, and that no message is lost in transit.
The exchange of messages between two processors is asynchronous in that the 
sender always hands over the message to the communication subsystem and proceeds 
with its local computation if any.
Before we describe the algorithms, we shall present the format of messages that 
are transmitted during the execution of the algorithm and the meaning of the various 
components of the message wherever it is required.
6.4. M essage F orm at
Communication between processors is via the communication subsystem, by sending 
and receiving messages. Every processor has its own local memory and uses many 
variables to keep track of the local computations. During the execution of these algo­
rithms, we assume that each processor has a unique id. Each processor knows the id 
of its parent in the tree. The purpose of these algorithms is to determine the id of the 
nearest dominating vertex and the distance from that dominating vertex, to any vertex
i. These are computed and stored in two variables which we shall refer to as (i) 
and D„„( i) respectively.
A message is treated as a record containing certain specific fields. The general 
format of messages used in the proposed algorithms is as follows:
O  = ( ID, Message Number, Destination, ID„„)
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•  ID stands for the id of the node/vertex sending the message, also referred to Q>.id.
•  The message number of a message can be positive, negative or zero. If the mes­
sage number in a message received by a node j  from node i is negative say -p 
(seen), then it indicates that node j  is within a distance of p from the nearest 
node in its subtree, which belongs to the dominating set.
•  If the message number in a message received by a node j  from node i is positive 
say +p (looking for), then it indicates that there exists at least one node, belong­
ing to the subtree containing node i , which is yet to be satisfied and which is at a 
distance of p  from node j .  A node is said to be satisfied if it is at a distance of r 
or less from any node in the current dominating set.
•  If the message number in a message received by a node j  from node i is 0 then it 
indicates that the nodes in the subtree containing node i are all satisfied, and the 
nearest dominating vertex in that subtree is at a distance of r from i .
•  If the message number in a message received by a node j  from node i is r ,  then 
node j  is said to be Critical Positive, ie node j  should be included in the dom­
inating set.
•  If the message number in a message received by a node j  from node i is - r , then 
node j  is said to be Critical Negative, ie node j  is the last node that can ever be 
satisfied by any dominating node in the subtree containing i .
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•  /D««r refers to the id of the nearest dominating vertex. Every node has two vari­
ables namely IDMr and D ^r which it updates during die execution of the algo­
rithm. A node propagating a positive message number will have its IDM„ set to 
0, since it is still looking for a dominating vertex. Every vertex i computes 
(i) and DM r(i), based on the values received from its child nodes.
6.5. The Methodology of The Proposed Algorithm
Our algorithms are restricted to tree structures. Let T  be the root of a tree T = (V ,E ). 
If there exists no such root then we can arbitrarily select any vertex as the root, 
without loss of generality for the execution of this algorithm.
The algorithm basically works in a bottom-up fashion starting at the leaves and 
moving to the root where the root decides the termination of the algorithm. There are 
three types of nodes/vertices namely, leaf, internal and the root node.
•  A node with only one neighbor is a leaf node.
•  There is a designated root node and all other nodes are internal nodes.
All the nodes in the system are associated with a state. A node may be IDLE, ACTIVE, 
INACTIVE, or TERMINAL. A node has certain transient states like being saturated after 
receiving messages from all its children. At the start of the algorithm all nodes are in 
the IDLE state. The leaf nodes enter the ACTIVE state. The parent of a node i is 
denoted by P ( i ) .  A leaf node i ,  sends a message to its parent P ( i ) ,  by executing the
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command SEND (/, 1, P(>'), 0), where i is the id of the leaf node, 1 is the value of the 
message or the message number, and P(i) is the parent of the node i, 0 indicating that 
no node dominates it. The leaf nodes set their lDntta. to 0. The leaf node then enters 
the state INACTIVE. Every internal node becomes active when it receives a message 
from any of its children.
An active internal node upon receiving messages from all its children enters a 
SATURATED state. After sending the appropriate message to its parent an internal 
node enters the state INACTIVE. Any node in the SATURATED state executes the 
following:
•  Compute the values of Gp,Ip,Gn,In, ID„„, and Dwar. Gp is the value of the larg­
est message number received from any child i and Ip is the ID of that vertex 
(child). Gm is the value of the largest negative message number received from 
any child i and /„ is the ID of that vertex (child). IDm„ and DMar refer to the id 
and distance of the nearest dominating vertex respectively. Hie variables lDmr 
gets a value only when a negative message is propagated, as indicated in the 
algorithm described in the next section.
The local variables of any internal node are initialized to the following values.
Gp = -MAXLNT (the largest negative number)
IP = 0;
Gn -  -MAX3NT;
In = 0; 
lD ^ r = 0;
D„ar = 0;
An interval node i upon receiving a message from one of its children executes
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the following procedure Compute_Local (i) and updates its local variables.
Procedure ComputeJLocal (/);
/* refers to the message received from vertex i . */
/* This procedure is executed by an internal node when it */
/* when it receives a message from its neighbor (a child) */ 
begin
if 0  < Gp < «XK().mesg_num then 
begin
Gp = d>(« ).mesg_num; 
ip = QH.i).iD;
end;
if 0 > <X>(i ).mesg_num > G„ then 
begin
G„ = 0(r ).mesg num;
/„ -  0 (i)./£>;
IDiuar = I
D„ar = {- i*G Hy,
end;
end;
6 .6 . A lgorithm  fo r /--Dominating Set - Algorithm RDS
In this section we present procedures that are executed by the leaf and internal 
nodes and a procedure the root node executes after entering the SATURATED state. 
The internal node after receiving a message from one of its children executes the pro­
cedure ComputeJLocal. After it receives messages from all its children it executes the 
procedure Intern. Each leaf node sends a message to its parent and enters INACTIVE 
state and this is given in procedure Leaf. When the root enters saturated state and 
executes procedure Root, the nodes which has to be in the minimum r-dominating set 
would be selected. We would like to note that the set Dr is never sent to the parent 
and that nodes which are in the dominating set are informed.
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Procedure Leaf(i)\
/* All leaf nodes i executes die following code */
begin
Send (i, l,P (i).0);




f* This procedure is executed by an internal node in SATURATED state. */
/* The vertex i calculates Gp and G„ as described previously */
I* Dr ~  The r-dominating set being computed. */
/* P (r) — Parent of the vertex i in the tree. */
begin
if(Gp = r ) t hen  
begin
Dr = (£>r U i ); /* Just indicate to node i that it is in the dominating set */ 
ID~ar = * ;
I^ndar Of
Send (i, - 1, P(i), /£)„„);
end
else if (G„ = 0) then
Send (if Gp + 1, P(i), 0) 
else if (Gp = 0 ) And (G„ *  - r ) then 
Send (i,G„ -1 ,  P(i), ID„„) 
else if (Gp = 0) And (G„ =-r)  then 
Send ( i \ 0 fP (0 , 0 )  
else if (Gp-G„)<.r then
Send (i,G„ -  I, P(«'), IDntar) 




if (Gn = 0) O r ((Gp -  G„) > r ) then 
begin
Indicate to the root that it is in the dominating set; 
lD„„r — root of the tree;
Dinar ~  Of
end





Th* v*rtlc*« In tha 2-domlnatlna aat markad by 
doubla clrclaa ara ( 1, 3, 10, 13 )
Figure 6.1 - 2—Domination
6.6.1 Illu stra tive  Exam ple
We shall discuss the various steps in the algorithm with an illustrative example as 
shown in Figure 6.1. The problem we are trying to solve is a 2-domination. The algo­
rithm is initiated at the leaf nodes namely {5,12,19, 22, 23,7 ,14, 15,16,17,21,11}. 
The leaf nodes send a message to their respective parents [2, 6 , 13, 20, 20, 2, 8 , 9, 9, 
10, 18, 4), a message with message number = 1. The nodes (20, 8 , 9, 18} become 
saturated and compute their Gp,Gn, etc as described in section 3 & 4. Since all mes­
sages so far have positive message numbers, Gn = 0, for all the saturated nodes, and Gp 
=  1 .
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Node 13 receives a message with message number = 2 (or r), and hence becomes a 
dominating node, because it is critical positive. A dominating node sends a message 
with message number = -1 to its parent. A similar situation is faced by node 10 and 3.
Node 4 receives a message from node 10 ( a dominating node ), with a message 
number = -1, and becomes saturated. At node 4, Gf  = 1, G„ = -1, IDMr = 10. Since Gp 
- G„ = 2, node 4 knows that node 11 is also satisfied (dominated) by node 10. There­
fore node 4 sends a message with message number = -2 to its parent. A similar situa­
tion is faced by node 6 .
When node 2 becomes saturated, its Gp = 1 , and Gn -  -2, and I D ^  = 13. Since 
Gp - G„ = 3 (> 2), node 2 knows that there exists nodes in some of its subtrees, which 
are still not dominated by any node. Hence it sends a message with message number 
= Gp + 1, to its parent in the tree.
Then, Node 1 (root) becomes saturated, with Gp — 2, and G„ -  -2. Since a Gp 
value of 2 (or r)  makes it critical, the root (node 1) becomes a dominating node. At 
this stage the root node (1) starts the termination phase of the algorithm. In this phase, 
the messages are sent from the parent to the children. Node 1 sends a message to 
nodes ( 2, 3, 4}, a message with IDMm. = 1, and -  1. Node 2 had its IDm  = 13, 
and = 2, during die first phase (bottom-up) of the algorithm. When it receives a 
terminal message from its parent with DMar = 1, it updates its I D ^  to 1, and Dwar = 1, 
since distance from node 1 is less than distance from node 13. Node 2 propagates the 
terminal message down the tree to its children { 5, 6 , 7 |. Therefore, 7 0^ (5 ) = 1, 
77>1Mar(7) = 1, Dw (5) = 2, 7) = 2. Node 6  does not make any change, and pro­
pagates the terminal message with JDMar = 13, and Dm„ = 2.
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When a leaf node receives a terminal message and sets its variables' values, it 
sends an acknowledge message to its parent in the tree. We shall stop the discussion 
here, since the rest of the algorithm is very simple.
6.6.2 T erm ination  o f the  Algorithm  RDS
The root initiates the terminate phase by invoking the terminate procedure in the pro­
cedure Root During the execution of the terminate procedure first the root sends a spe­
cial terminate message to all its children. When an internal node receives the ter­
minate message it goes into the terminal state and does the following. The format of a 
terminate message is as follows:
("terminate", IDH.ar,DMar)
•  If it is not a dominating node but has its IDmr already set (not zero) then it com­
pares its Dm„ with the £>„ar just received and sets its Dntar and I D ^  to that vertex 
which is nearer (Note: the DMar is one greater than that received). It then sends 
its Dntar and Dntar along with the terminate message.
■ If it is not a dominating node and does not have its lDntar set then it sets its lD„ar 
to that ID that was received along with the terminate message. It updates its DM„ 
and sends it along with the propagated terminate message.
•  If the vertex receiving the terminate message is a leaf then it sets its lDMar and 
Dntar accordingly and goes into the terminal state and sends an ACK­
NOWLEDGE message up the tree.
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When an internal node receives an acknowledge from all its children, it propagates the 
acknowledge to its parent. When the root receives an acknowledge message from all 
its children it confirms the completion of the algorithm.
6.7 M essage and T im e Com plexity Analysis
The algorithm runs in two phases, namely the bottom-up phase and the terminal 
phase. During the bottom-up phase, each vertex sends exacdy one message to its 
unique parent in the tree. This takes O(h ) time units, where the height of the tree is h . 
Since there are |V | nodes in the tree, the algorithm uses |V |-1 messages. The mes­
sage complexity is 0{V). During the terminate phase of the algorithm, along each 
edge of the tree exactly one message is sent. The message complexity is O(n),  where 
n = 1V | . Clearly, in 0(rt)  time the algorithm terminates.
6 .8  P ro o f o f C orrectness o f the  A lgorithm  RDS
The correctness of our algorithm can be shown using techniques presented in 
[Cock75, Slat76]. We present an alternate and simpler proof to show that our algo­
rithm indeed determines a minimum r-dominating set. First we prove the following.
Lemma 6.1: Every vertex included in the set Dr by die algorithm uniquely dominates 
at least one vertex in the tree and hence, the set Dr is a minimal r-dominating set for 
the given tree.
Proof: A vertex is included in the dominating set if  and only if it receives a message
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with message number equal to r. A vertex can receive messages only from the ver­
tices in its subtree. If a message with a message number equal to r is received by a 
vertex a , then it indicates that there exists at least one vertex in die subtree (of which 
a is the root) which is at a distance of r and not dominated by any other vertex.
The root is included in the dominating set if Gp - G„ > r  (The meaning of Gp and 
Gn are described in section 3) in which case there exists at least one vertex in the tree 
that is uniquely dominated by the root.
If the Gp = 0 and G„ = 0 at the root then the root is included in the dominating set 
because no vertex in [Dr - root) dominates the root. Therefore a case may arise where 
the root of the tree is included in the dominating set but does not dominate any other 
vertex except itself. (This is a special case which does not alter the proofs presented 
in the subsequent sections).!
The following lemma is used in proving that the minimal r-dominating set 
obtained by our algorithm is a minimum r -dominating set.
Lemma 6.2: Let / and m be any two vertices of a dominating set Drt and let A and B 
be the set of vertices uniquely dominated by I and m respectively. There exists at 
least two vertices a e  ( A U I |  and b e  (fl Um)  such that D(a, b) > 2 r.
Proof. For every vertex u e  Drt there exists at least one vertex v in its subtree which is 
at a distance r from it (Lemma 6.1). The only exception to the above claim is the case 
where the dominating vertex, in question, is the root. This situation is discussed in 
Case 3. below.
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Case 1: Let us consider the case where the root is not involved. Let I and m be in dif­
ferent subtrees, i.e / is not contained in a subtree of m and vice versa. Then it is trivi­
ally true from the algorithm that there exists a vertex a e A which is uniquely dom­
inated by / and which is at a distance of r from it. Similarly for m there exists a ver­
tex b e  B, which is uniquely dominated by m. It is true that the distance D(a, b) > 2r, 
since a and b are not directly connected except through / and m.
Case 2: Let m be contained in some subtree of /. There exists a vertex a e A which is 
at a distance of r from / in some subtree of/ .  There exists a vertex b e B which is at 
a distance of r from m in some subtree of m. Let m be contained in the subtree rooted 
at a . It is obvious that a is at a distance greater than r , from m , since it is our assump­
tion that a is uniquely dominated by /. Furthermore, b is at a distance of r from m. 
Therefore a and b are more than 2r levels apart in the tree or a  and b are at a distance 
of least 2r apart.
If m is not in the same subtree as a then we use the same argument as Case 1. to 
prove that D(a, b) > 2r.
Case 3: Let / be the root of the tree and let A be empty. If / does not dominate any 
other vertex, then it is trivially true from the nature of the algorithm that / by itself is 
at a distance greater than r , from any dominating vertex m. Therefore there exists a b 
€ B such that D(l,b) > 2r.
•  If A is not empty, there exists a vertex a e A which is dominated uniquely by /. 
Let m be a vertex in the subtree at a . This is the same as Case 2. above.
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•  I f  m is not contained in a subtree rooted at a , then, the algorithm ensures that a is 
at a distance greater than r , from any dominating vertex. Since b is a vertex in 
the subtree rooted at m , and there is no direct path from a to b, it is ensured that 
the distance between a and b,D(aJ>)> 2r. ■
Theorem 6.3: The set Dr determined by algorithm RDS is a minimum r -dominating 
set.
Proof. Let / and m be two vertices in Dr computed by the algorithm RDS. Let the set 
of uniquely dominated vertices of sets / and m be A and B respectively. We shall 
prove that there does not exist any other minimal r-dominating set whose cardinality 
is less than that of Dr, by showing that there does not exist a vertex k which dominates 
the vertices in [A kJ /} and [B kj m }. This fact is trivially proven using Lemma 6.2 as 
follows. I f  A and B are unique vertex sets of vertices I and m, then there exists a ver­
tex a € {A u  /} and a vertex b e  {£ w  m } such that D(a, b) is greater than 2r. 
Therefore, there does not exist a vertex k which can dominate the vertices of both the 
sets | A U I |  and [B u  m }. Thus, we can conclude that there is no other minimal r- 
dominating set whose cardinality is less than the cardinality of Dr. Hence the 
theorem. ■
6.9 Sum m ary
We have presented efficient distributed algorithms for r-domination in tree networks 
with a message complexity of O («), where n = | V | . The time complexity of the algo­
rithms is 0(A ), where A is the height of the tree in consideration. The value of A is
obviously bounded by n , which is the number of vertices in the tree. It is interesting 
to note that both the time and message complexities are independent of the value of r . 
This fact is reflected from the nature of the algorithm, which is simple and elegant. 
This algorithm lends itself to the design of efficient parallel algorithms for r- 
domination set problems as shown in [Radh90]. Many variations of die r-domination 
problems have been studied earlier. Unified distributed algorithms for die total, reli­
able and independent dominating set problems can be found in [Subb90]. In the next 
chapter, we provide optimal distributed algorithms for the reliable and total r- 
dominating set problem in trees. In part II of this dissertation, we provide optimal 
parallel algorithms for the r-domination problem on trees using an ERJEW-PRAM 
model.
Chapter Seven
VARIATIONS OF r-DOMINATION IN TREES
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we considered the problem of r-domination in trees and 
provided optimal distributed algorithms for the same. In this chapter, we analyze 
three variations of the r-domination problem. We also introduce the problem of reli­
able r-domination. We present optimal unified distributed algorithms for the total, 
and reliable r-Domination on tree structures with a message and time complexity of 
O(n), where I vl = n . A dominating set D o  f a  graph G is Independent if the nodes in D 
are pairwise non-adjacent, connected if the subgraph G [£>] induced by D is con­
nected, total if G [D] has no isolated node. In this chapter, we introduce die problem 
of reliable r-domination. The reliable r_Dominating set referred to as RDr, is a subset 
of the set V, such that for every vertex a e  V -R D r , there exists a vertex b e  RDr and 
the distance between a and b in G , denoted by D i s  less than or equal to r ,  and 
no vertex in RDr is isolated. A r-reliable dominating set is important, since failure of 
any single facility at a dominating vertex/node still ensures that the distance of any 
node from any facility is increased by at most one. We use the acronyms RDS, 
RRDS, and TRDS representing the algorithms for r-domination, reliable r -  
domination, and total r-domination respectively. The model of computation used is 




The algorithm for computing the reliable r-dominating set is similar to that pro­
vided for the r-dominating set in chapter 6 . We refer to the reliable r-dominating set 
algorithm by the acronym RRDS.
7.2.1 M essage fo rm at fo r A lgorithm  RRDS
Messages are of the form :
( ID, StateJFlag, Message Number. Destination, IDw r)
The fields of the message for this problem are identical to that of the Dr problem, 
except for the field state Jlag. The statejSag of a node can be one of the following 
types: { Looking, In, Seen, Saturated, Special }
•  Every node has a  state_flag of Looking until it receives a message upon 
which it can change its state_flag.
•  A node changes the state_flag to In if  it receives a message which is criti­
cal Positive.
•  A node changes the state_flag to Seen if it receives a critical positive mes­
sage from a child whose state_flag is In.
•  A  node is said to be Saturated if it has received messages from all its chil­
dren.
•  The root node sends a message with the state_flag Special to one of its chil­
dren, to include it in the dominating set. This specific case is explained in
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the following section.
In die description of the algorithm that follows, we do not indicate the sending of 
the ID, as it is implicidy understood.
The vertices In 
double circles are (1,3,




I* Any leaf node i executes the following code */ 
Send (i, "Looking", 1, P(«), 0 );
D„ar = 0;
I D ^  = 0 ;
When an internal node receives messages from all its children, the following code is 
executed. The node first computes Gp,lp,G„, and I„, ID ^. and .
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Procedure Internal (i);
/* 0 (i) refers to the message received from node i */
begin
if < Gp = r ) And ( flK/p).state_flag = "In" ) then 
begin
RDr =RDr U  {1};
Send (i, "Seen", -1 ,  P (i), ID„„ );
end
else if ( Gp = r ) And ( <&(/,, ).state_flag = "Looking" ) then 
begin
RDr =RDr U (i);
Send (i, "In", r, P (i), ); ( A message number of V  is sent to force }
end { the parent to be in RDr )
else if ( Gn = 0 ) then
Send (i, "Looking", Gp + 1, P(i), 0 ) 
else if ( Gp = 0 )  And ( G* o  -r ) then
Send (i, "Seen", G„ - 1, P(i), IDMat ) 
else if ( Gp -  0 )  And ( G„ = - r ) then 
Send (i, "Seen", 0, P(i), 0 )  
else if ( Gp ~G„ ) £  r then
Send (i, "Seen", Gn - 1, P(i), lDMar )
else
Send (i, "Looking", Gp + 1, P(i), 0 );
end;




if ((G* = 0) And (Gp £ r) And ( 0(/p).state_flag = "In" )) then 
RDr = {RDr U i }; 
else if ( ( Gn -  0) And (Gp <*t) And ( ‘IK/^l.state.flag *  "In" )) then 
begin
Send (i, "Special", r, Ip, i );
RDr = { RDr u i | ;
end
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else if ((( Gp - G„ ) > r) And ( C>(/I,).state_flag *  "In" ) )then 
begin
Send (i, "Special", r, Ip, i );




The reliable r-dominating Algorithm differs from the Algorithm RDS described 
in the previous chapter, in the following aspects.
1. Since every node in the set RDr needs a neighbor, a node which receives a mes­
sage number = r, sends a message with message number = r, and state_flag = 
"In", to its parent, if no child of the node in consideration belongs to RDr .
2. Die root node also has to decide whether it is to be included in the RDr , depend­
ing on the message numbers received from its children, but it also has to send a 
special message to one of its children to force it to be in the dominating set, if no 
child of the root is already in RDr , since it also needs a neighbor in RDr .
7.2.3 T erm ination  o f A lgorithm  RRDS
The terminate phase of this algorithm is exactly the same as that of the r- 
dominating set problem.
7.2.4 Message Com plexity Analysis o f A lgorithm  RRDS
The overall message complexity of the algorithm RRDS is 0 (n ) ,  where n = | V | .
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The argument for this complexity is the same as that provided for the r_dominating set 
algorithm.
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7.3 Total r-Dominating Set
The total /-.Dominating set referred to as TDr, is a subset of the set V, such that 
for every vertex a e V (including the vertices in the dominating set itself), there exists 
a vertex b e  TDrt where b o  a, and the distance between a and b in G, denoted by 
D(a,b), is less than or equal to r . Therefore the cardinality of the reliable and total 
dominating sets is at least 2.
The algorithm TDr is different from the reliable dominating set algorithm, in that 
a dominating node itself is also to be dominated by some other node in the tree. 
Therefore, the calculation of Gp and G„ is modified.
The format of the message remains the same as in RDr, but, one more type is 
included in the state.flag, namely DOM, indicating that the message number was ini­
tiated by a dominating node. When a node receives a message number equal to r, it is 
immediately included in the dominating set. This node then sends a message number 
1, with type "DOM" to its parent, since this node is also looking for some other node 
to dominate it. Once a "DOM" message has been received by a node, it is subse­
quently propagated up the tree.
When an internal node receives messages from all its children, it proceeds to 
compute the values of the local variables. The initialization of the variables is the 
same as in die previous algorithms, except that G„ = MAXINT. The algorithm to 




/* 4K0 refers to the message received from vertex i . */
/*  Gp , l p ,IDMartDM„ */
/* Modified computation of Gn and /„ */
if <l>0').mesg_num > Gp then 
begin 
Gp = <!>(/ ).mesg_num;
IP =  0><j)./Z>; 
end;
if (C>(y).state_flag = "DOM") and (d>(y ).mesg_num <Gn)  then 
begin 
G„ = QXj ).mesg_num;
/„ =<CKj)-/z>;
H^ntar =
I^ntB T  ~  i
end
After an internal node enters the SATURATED state, it changes
G„ = - l * G „ ;
Let a message with a message type "DOM" and message number p be received 
by an internal node. For the purpose of computation of Gn the negated value -p  
is used, since this indicates the distance from the nearest dominating node in the 
subtree containing the node from which this message was received. If a positive 
message number is received, but the state is not "DOM" then G„ is made 0.
* When the root node receives no message with type "DOM", it is indicative of the 
fact that no node in the entire tree is a dominating node, thus forcing the root to 
be in included in the dominating set. In such a case, the root sends a special
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message down the tree along any one of its subtrees, to force that child to be in 
included in the dominating set.
It is interesting to note that no message with a negative message number is ever 
propagated by any node during the execution of this algorithm.
The vertices In the total 2-domInatlng set marked by 
double circles are {1.2,3.10,13 J
7.3.1 A lgorithm  TRDS
An internal node in die SATURATED state, after receiving messages from all its 
children, executes the following code:
Procedure Intern (i) 
begin
if ( Gp = r ) then
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begin
TDr = { TDr u i  J;
Send (i, "DOM", 1, P(»), i );
end
else if (G„ o  0) and ( Gp -G„ ) £ r  then 
Send (i, "DOM", C„ * -1 ,/’(«))
else
Send (i, Otyj-statejlag, Gp 4 1, P (i));
end;




if ( G„ -  0) And ( Gp ^ r ) then 
begin
TDr — { TDr u  i }; 
send (i, "special", Ip, i);
end
else if (  Gp ~G„ ) > r then 
TDr = { TDr u i | ;
Terminate; /* same as r-dominating set Algorithm RDS */
end;
7.3.2 Term ination o f Algorithm TRDS
The terminate phase of this algorithm is exactly the same as that of the r 
dominating set problem.
7.3.3 Message Complexity Analysis o f Algorithm TRDS
The overall message complexity of the algorithm TDr is 0(n), where n=| V | . The
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argument for this complexity is the same as that provided for the algorithm Dr.
7.4 O ptim ality  C riterion  
Theorem 7.1.
An algorithm that solves the minimum r-domination problem on every tree net­
work uses at least e messages where e — tel
Proof:
Suppose, to the contrary, that an algorithm solves the minimum r-domination 
problem using fewer than t  messages, then it follows that for every terminating 
execution of the algorithm, there is a edge (x, y ) on which no messages are 
transmitted.




Fig 7.3. Line Graph
Since, there is no global knowledge available to any node, a node cannot 
distinguish whether a neighboring node is a leaf or an internal node. Therefore, 
in the specific case in question, node x has no knowledge whatsoever about the 
nodes that are connected to node y and vice versa. Now the graph G in figure
7.3. is broken into two subgraphs, G 1 and G2, where G1 consists of all nodes
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from node 1 up to and including x , and G 2 contains all nodes from y to node n . 
Since the nodes in G l  have no knowledge of the existence of G2 (C is a tree), no 
dominating node in G1 dominates all the nodes in G2 , and vice versa. Therefore, 
there should exist at least one dominating node in each subgraph c  1 and G2. 
This is a contradictory, to the case where r >= |V |/2, wherein it suffices to have 
only one node that dominates all the nodes in the graph. Since e = |E| = |V| - 1 = 
n - 1, so we can say that any algorithm that solves the minimum r-domination 
problem, uses at least ft («) messages. ■
7.5 Sum m ary
The algorithms discussed in chapter 6 and 7 are optimal in the number of mes­
sages used during their execution. The time complexity of the algorithms is O(h), 
where A is the height of the tree in consideration. The value of A is obviously 
bounded by n , which is the number of vertices in the tree. It is interesting to note that 
both the time and message complexities are independent of the value of r . This fact is 
reflected from the nature of the algorithms, which are simple and elegant. Many vari­
ations of the r-domination problems have been studied earlier. We introduce the 
problem of reliable r-domination in this dissertation. A reliable r-dominating set 
ensures that the failure of any single facility at a dominating vertex/node still ensures 
that the distance of any node from any facility is increased by at most one.
In this chapter, we considered three variations of the r-domination problem. We 
introduce the problem of reliable r-domination. We have presented an optimal unified 
distributed algorithms for the total, and reliable r-Domination on tree structures with a 
message and time complexity of O (n), w here! vl = «. A dominating set D of a graph G 
is Independent if  the nodes in D are pairwise non-adjacent, connected if the subgraph 
G [D ] induced by D is connected, total if G [D] has no isolated node. In this chapter, 
we introduce the problem of reliable r-domination. The reliable r_Dominating set 
referred to as RDr, is a subset of the set V, such that for every vertex a e  V -R D r, 
there exists a vertex b e  RDr and the distance between a and b in G, denoted by 
D i s  less than or equal to r , and no vertex in RDr is isolated. A r-reliable dom­
inating set is important, since failure of any single facility at a dominating vertex/node 
still ensures that the distance of any node from any facility is increased by at most 
one. We have also developed optimum distributed algorithms for r-domination, reli­
able r-domination, and total r-domination.
Chapter Eight 
PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR r -DOMINATION IN TREES
8.1 Overview of Parallel Computation
The subject of parallel computing has moved from the exotic to mainstream 
computer science within a decade. Many types of parallel computers are in operation, 
ranging from 2 to 65,536 processors. There are major differences between the exist­
ing parallel machines, even as far as the naive user is concerned. There is no one 
"generic" model of computation that can applied to all parallel computers. The design 
of parallel algorithms and their analysis is much more difficult than the corresponding 
steps for sequential algorithms. In this chapter we shall look briefly into the PRAM 
(Parallel Random Access Machines) model of computation.
The main measures of complexity for sequential algorithms are running time and 
space utilization. These measures are important in parallel algorithms as well, but we 
must also worry about about other resources, namely, processor utilization. A 
comprehensive view of parallel machine models is beyond the scope of this disserta­
tion. Hence we shall limit ourselves to the discussion of only PRAM models. The 
PRAM model is analogous the sequential RAM model. It is also a version of the 
shared memory model described in [Manb89j. A shared memory computer system 
consists of several processors and a shared memory. The computation is assumed to 
consist of steps. In each step, each processor performs an operation on the data it 
possesses, reads from the shared memory, or writes into the shared memory. In prac­
tice, each processor may also have its own local memory. The shared memory models
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differ in the way they handle memory conflicts. The EREW (Exclusive Read 
Exclusive Write) model does not allow more than one processor to access the same 
memory location at the same time. The CREW (Concurrent Read Exclusive Write) 
model allows several processors too read from the same memory location at the same 
time, but only one processor can write. The CRCW (Concurrent Read Concurrent 
Write) model poses no restrictions on memory accesses.
8.2 Introduction
A set of nodes D is a r-dominating set for a graph G = (V, E)  if every node in 
V - D  is at distance r or less from a node in D . The domination problem is to deter­
mine the cardinality of a minimum dominating set for G. The domination problem is 
used in facility location problems, where each node represents a customer or a poten­
tial site for a facility. A feasible solution corresponds to a set of facilities located at d  
C  V such that every customer is at a distance at most r to some facility. An optimal 
solution is a minimum cardinality set of facilities with this property.
The domination problem is NP-complete for undirected path graphs [Lask84], 
split graphs [Lask83], bipartite graphs [Lask83] and 2-CUBS [Com86]. Polynomial 
time sequential algorithms for the domination problem are available for trees 
[Lask84], series-parallel graphs [Lask84], permutation graphs [Com86], interval 
graphs [Keil86] and strongly chordal graphs [Chan89j.
Recently, He and Yesha [He90] proposed an efficient parallel algorithm for solv­
ing the r-domination problem on trees. The parallel algorithm of He and Yesha for 
the r-domination problem runs in O (lognloglogn) time with n processors on an CREW-
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PRAM. The algorithm in [He90] cannot be improved by the use of optimal tree con­
traction algorithm [Gazi87] since, the operation "SHUNK" performed at eveiy phase 
of the tree contraction requires a time and processor complexity which is not a con­
stant. In this paper we present an optimal parallel algorithm for the r-domination 
problem on trees which runs in O(logn) time and uses 0{n/logn) processors on an 
EREW-PRAM. Our algorithms use the optimal parallel tree contraction algorithm 
proposed by Gazit eL al [Gazi87].
8.3. Sequential A lgorithm  fo r r-Dominating Set
In this section we present our sequential algorithm for solving the r-dominating 
set problem and is similar in spirit to the algorithm of He and Yesha [He90]. Our 
"labeling technique" is simple and yields an efficient parallel algorithm.
The algorithm performs a "bottom up" search on the tree T, starting from the 
leaves and moving towards the root t of T. During the "bottom up" search for the r- 
dominating set, information is sent from the child nodes to the parent, the parent then 
determines whether it has to be in the dominating set D and sends information to its 
parent. The information that is sent by a node v to its parent (p(y)) is a'flag’ indicat­
ing whether v is looking for  or covered by a member in the dominating set and a dis­
tance k. A negative or a positive k would indicate that v is covered by or looking for, 
respectively.
If a node v sends a distance k , then it means that there is no node w for v which 
is in the dominating set such that the distance between v and w (d(y,w )) is less than or 
equal to k (i.e. no node covering v and node v is looking for  a member in the dominat-
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ing set). If a node v sends a distance - k  which is negative, then it means that there is a
node w in the dominating set for v which is at distance it (node v is covered by w).
Let us say that a node v receives distances *(c,),..., k(cp ) from its children c u ..., cp .
Hie node v is in the dominating set if any of the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) node v is not the root and receives a number Jt(c<) = r. This means that the child 
node Cj of v has to be covered by node v.
(2) node v is the root and no child c, of v covers all the other children of v. A child 
Ci covers all the other children if k(cj)-k(cj) <, r for all children of v. For 
example let r = 2 ,  k(ct ) — -1 (which means that c,- is in the dominating set; see (1) 
below) and k(cj) = l (cj is looking for a member in the dominating set), then 
since distance between c} and cs is 2, node cj is covered by c,.
The node v which is not the root sends the following information to its parent.
(1) If node v is in the dominating set, then it sends a -1 to its parent
(2) If all *(c,-)’s are positive, then v sends maximum{k(cx) , ..., k(cp)) + l to its parent, 
where Ci is a child of v and jfc(c, ) is a number sent by c,- to v.
(3) If all the children c /s  of v are covered by some child c-t of v, then v sends the 
maximum of the negative values among Jt(c,)’s plus a minus one to its parent, 
assuming some Jfc(q) is positive. Also, if the jfc(c,)’s are negative then v sends the 
maximum of the negative values among Jfc(c(-)’s plus a minus one to its parent. If 
the maximum of all negative values is equal to - r ,  then v sends a 0 to its parent.
(4) If not all the children c /s  of v are covered by some child of v, then v sends the 
maximum positive value among Jfcfo)’s plus one to its parent.
I l l
Now, we present the procedure Rake_dom which when called, repeatedly 
removes leaves of the tree until the root is reached and during this bottom up removal 
the dominating set is determined. In the procedure Rake_dom, each node v is associ­
ated with an array d(v) whose size is equal to the number of children of v. 
corresponds to the array element /, that is the location for storing the information sent 




(* Initially for each leaf node v, | d(v) | = l and d(y. 1) = 0 *)
1 . L i — Maximum negative value among all d(v)'s, set it to -<r+I) if none.
2. M <— Maximum value in the array d(y).
(* If v is the root, it is in the dominating set if it has a child node which is 
not covered by the other child nodes. *)
3. If  ((v is the root) and ((Af - L ) >  r)) or (M = r) Then
Begin
4. D <— D U {v};
5. If (v is not the root) Then
6. d(p (v).#v) <— l (* p(v) is covered by v *)
End
7. Else If (v is not the root) Then
8. If  (Af = -r)  Then
9. d(p(y)Jtv) «— 0 (* p(v) is looking for a member in D *)
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10. Else If  (jl *  -<r+i)) Then
11. If (L = M)  or { { M - L ) £ r )  Then
12. d(p(v).#v) 4—L -  1
13. Else d(p(v)Jtv)  «— M + 1
14. Else d(p(v).#v)  4— Af + 1
End.
The dominating set of a tree is obtained by repeatedly calling the Rake_dom pro­
cedure until the root is reached. The algorithm has a sequential time complexity of 
0 (n), where n is the number of nodes of the tree. The correctness of the procedure 
Rake_dom can be proved formally using arguments similar to [He88, He90, Kari79, 
Slat76].
8.4 Parallel A lgorithm  fo r r -Dominating Set
The parallel algorithm for r -dominating set presented in this section uses the 
optimal tree contraction algorithm of Gazit, Miller, and Teng [Gazi87]. The parallel 
tree contraction algorithm consists of two operations called rake and compress. The 
rake operation removes all leaves from a tree T. Let a chain be a maximal sequence 
of nodes v lt ..., v* in T, such that vl+, is the only child of v,- for 1 £ i < k, and v* has 
exactly one child. The compress operation replaces each chain of length k by one of 
pt/2]. Let contract be the simultaneous application of rake and compress to the entire 
tree. Miller and Reif [Mill85] show that contraction operation need be executed only 
OQogn) times to reduce T to its root Gazit et. al [Gazi87] presented an optimal paral­
lel algorithm for the tree contraction algorithm which runs on an EREW-PRAM
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model. It was shown that even with the requirement that it takes OQogk) time to rake 
k leaves in the tree at any step, the contraction algorithm can be executed in OQogn) 
time.
Theorem 3.1 [Gazi87] Tree contraction can be performed deterministically in OQogn) 
time using O(nilogn) processors on an EREW-PRAM.B
We can use the above tree contraction algorithm to solve the r -domination prob­
lem in the following way. The RAKE operation of the algorithm Tree_contraction is 
replaced with the following step
if v is a leaf, call Rake_dom (v) and remove it
The Rake_dom procedure on a node v described in the previous section requires the 
calculation of minimum and maximum of the numbers supplied by its k children. 
This can be trivially done in Oifogk) time using 0 (k/logk) processors on an EREW- 
PRAM model.
We now have to present a method to perform the COMPRESS in parallel on a 
chain C = vIt ..., v*. During such a process it should determine the members in the 
chain to be placed in the minimum dominating set and make sure that v* sends the 
right value to its parent as required in the procedure Rake_dom. Let C = {vx, ..., vA) 
be a chain during the execution of tree contraction algorithm. We will denote the 
position of a node v,- in the chain C  to be its subscript i. During an early process let Tt 
(1 £  i s  k )  be the tree attached at vt that has been deleted from T. Let n{ be the label for 
node v4 obtained after processing 7}. The label n, can be one of the following.
(i) If vt- is in the dominating set then nt = r and v, is said to be covered.
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(ii) If T{ -  V{, then n,- = 0.
(iii) Node is said to be looking-for if n, 2 0  and n( *r .
(iv) Node v, is said to be covered if n,- < 0.
A node v} which is looking-for can be covered either by a node which is already 
covered, or by a node vf which should be placed in the dominating set to cover v}. A 
node vt which is already covered can cover v} if either of the following two conditions 
is true.
ABS(i -  j ) + rtj +ABS(ni) 5 r , or 
ABS(i - j )  + njZr  ifv, is in the dominating set.
Let v, be a node in the chain C which does not satisfy the above two conditions. The 
node v, will be called as critical if satisfies the condition U - i  +r otherwise it
will called as non-critical. That is a critical node is one which cannot be covered by a 
node which is already covered and requires a node v in the chain C to be placed in the 
dominating set to cover it. The node v should be selected as close as possible towards 
the end of the chain since it would not only cover some nodes in the chain C, but also 
cover some of the nodes in the other chains of the parent of vk. A non-critical node n} 
can be covered by nodes which are selected from C to cover critical nodes if possible, 
otherwise the decision is left to the root of vt as to which node to select to cover n}.
Based on the observations made above, we now present an algorithm to compress a 





1. Identify nodes which can be covered by nodes which have already been covered 
i.e., by nodes v, with n, < 0 or n, = r.
2. Determine critical nodes and select a minimum number of nodes in C to be 
placed in the dominating set D to cover critical nodes.
3. Determine non-critical nodes which can now be covered based on new members 
in the dominating set.
4. Based on covered and uncovered nodes in C determine the appropriate label that 
has to be sent to the parent of node v*.
End.
We will now present methods to implement each of the above steps optimally in 
parallel. Many of the steps involve the use of the standard parallel techniques for 
which optimal parallel algorithms are known, like recursive doubling, duplication of a 
data item, maximum and minimum of numbers, integer sorting etc. A thorough 
description of some of the standard parallel techniques are presented in [Kaip90].
Implementation of Step 1.
Mark the vertex v* covered which was previously uncovered if the interval = 
(i-(r-n,), I-Kr-W,)) contains the interval lj = (i-ABS(n,), i+ABS(nt)) with nd- <0 or nj=r.  
Given a set of k -intervals, Attalah and Chen [Atta89] present an optimal parallel algo­
rithm to identify intervals which contain other intervals which takes 0 (logk) time and 
uses 0 (k/bgk) processors in the EREW-PRAM model. Therefore, Step (1) can be
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implemented using the same time and processor bounds.
Implementation of Step 2.
Let I  be a set of nodes that are critical in the chain C. These can be identified 
optimally in parallel. In order ‘o execute step (2) we transform the problem in step (2) 
to a problem which has a geometric flavor. We will formulate the stabbing problem as 
follows: for each n, of v, e  L draw a interval l, on the X-axis with dimensions 
S{ = i -  (r-rti) and Et = i + where 5,- and are the starting point and ending point 
of the interval Now, given a set of intervals H (\H \ = k) on the X-axis determine a 
minimum set of points Y on the X-axis which satisfies the following two conditions:
(a) Every intervals in H is intersected by some vertical intervals drawn through 
points in Y.
(b) The maximum point y in Y be as high as possible.
Clearly, a solution to the above stabbing problem is a solution to our problem. Before 
we proceed to discuss the optimal parallel algorithm we define some graph theoretic 
terminologies. A clique is a maximal set of intervals which share a common point. A 
minimum clique cover is a minimum set of cliques such that each interval is in at least 
one clique. A maximum independent set is a maximum set of intervals with the pro­
perty that no two intervals in the set overlap. The stabbing problem can be solved by 
finding a minimum clique cover of the set of intervals in H and taking the lowest end 
point from each clique. Also, the stabbing problem can be solved by determining the 
maximum independent set /  of a set of intervals in H and choosing the end point of 
each interval in /  . In [Moit88] an optimal parallel algorithm is presented to solve the
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maximum independent set problem in 0 (logk) time with 0 (k) processors using the
CREW-PRAM model. We now present an optimal parallel algorithm which solves




(i). Remove intervals from H  which contains another interval.
(ii). Let the remaining intervals (none of which contains another) be sorted along 
with their starting and end points together. Form groups of starting points which 
occur adjacent in the sorted list. Similarly from groups with ending points.
(iii). Let the sequence after step (ii). be [su e u s2, e2, ..., sk, ek } where s, (e,) consists of 
starting (ending) points of intervals which occur together the sorted list deter­
mined in 2. Let the SUCCESSOR of an interval i, call it SUCC(i) be the nearest 
interval to the right of E, (the end point of interval i). SUCC(i) is the interval j  if 
Et is in ea and the first point in sb is Sj with a < b. This is based on the crucial 
observation that since no is completely contained in some other interval, a inter­
val that starts first ends first.
(iv). Let S be the sequence of intervals traced by starting at interval 1 and following 
the SUCCO ) repeatedly. The set S is the maximum independent set of the inter­
vals in // .
End.
The correctness proof of the above procedure is based on the proof of correctness of
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the earlier algorithm using a CREW-PRAM model of [Bert87, Moit88]. We will now 
estimate the complexity of the algorithm MAX-IND-SET. Step (i). can be executed in 
0(logk) time with 0{ktlogk) processors in the EREW-PRAM using the algorithm in 
[Atta89]. Step (ii). can be done optimally in parallel in the EREW-PRAM by using an 
optimal sorting algorithm (see [Karp90]). The groups can be formed trivially in 
optimal parallel time. Step (iii). can be done optimally in parallel by first linking each 
e group to its immediate s group to its right and selecting the first point Sj from the s 
group and setting SUCC(i) to be j  for each Et in the e group. Step (iv). can be exe­
cuted by using the optimal list ranking algorithm. We now state the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2: Given a set of k intervals, the maximum independent set can be deter­
mined in OQogk) time with 0(kllogk) processors in the EREW-PRAM model.!
The result in Lemma 3.2 improves the result in [Moit88] where the CREW-PRAM 
model is used to achieve the above time and processor bound. The solution to our 
stabbing problem is the end points of the intervals in the set S obtained by the algo­
rithm MAX-IND-SET.
Implementation of Step 3.
For each of the non-critical nodes draw a intervals as described earlier. Let 
be the end point of the last intervals which is in the set S determined by the algorithm 
MAX-IND-SET. A non-critical node v, whose interval is (Sit Et ) can be covered by 
new members of the dominating set if S, £ . Trivially, all such v<’s that can be
covered can be determined in optimally in parallel.
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Implementation of Step 4.
The label that has to be sent to the parent of v* is determined as follows.
If there exist at least one node v,- in C which is not covered 
then label sent to the parent of v* is Maximum (k -  i + nk) + 1
else begin
Let vx be the largest x in the chain with vx in the dominating set.
Let A = Minimum (Minimum (ABS(n,) + k — i), (k -x)) .
ISA = r
then send a 0 to the parent of v* 
else send (.4 + l)*-l to the parent of v4. 
end.
The above steps can be executed optimally in parallel which involves finding max­
imum and minimum of certain numbers.
Lemma 3.3: Let C = {v„ ..., v*} be the chain. The algorithm Compress correctly 
determines the members of the chain C that has to be in the dominating set and com­
putes the label that has to be sent to the parent of v* in OQogk) time with 0(k/logk) pro­
cessors using the EREW-PRAM model.■
Theorem 3.4: The r -dominating set problem on a tree with n nodes can be determin- 
istically solved in OQogn) time with OQt/logn) processors using the EREW-PRAM.B
8.5 Parallel A lgorithm  for the p -Center Problem
The p  -center problem on trees asks fora set of nodes X with \ X \ = p  belonging to 
the tree T which minimizes the maximum distance from any node in T to the nodes in
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X.  The node set X constitutes the p-center and the maximum distance obtained is 
called the p -radius. For general graphs this problem is NP-complete [Kari79]. In 
[He90] a parallel algorithm which runs in Oflog2/: log logn) time with n processors on 
the CREW-PRAM model is presented. We will present a faster algorithm which runs 
on a weaker model namely the EREW-PRAM model.
First we observe that the p -radius cannot be greater than n,  where n is the 
number of nodes in the tree T. Thus, the candidates for the p -radius are all i with 
l S i  £ n ,  call this set R.  For a fixed tree 7 \  the cardinality of the minimum r -  
dominating set is a nonincreasing function of r. So the p-radius rp of T can be com­
puted as follows. Select the median r, and compute minimum r,-dominating set, call 
the resulting set D y  If IOjI sp , then rp s  r,. Hence the members in R greater than r, 
can be discarded. If \DX \ > p ,  then rp > r, and the members in R that are less than r l 
can be discarded. The algorithm continues in a binary fashion until only one member, 
which is rp , in R remains. The p-center is then the minimum rp -dominating set. 
Using our parallel algorithm for computing the m inim um r-dominating set the above 
p-center problem can be solved in 0(log2n) time with 0(n)  processors on the EREW- 
PRAM model.
Theorem 4.1: The p-center problem can be solved in OOogM time with 0(n)  proces­
sors using the EREW-PRAM model. ■
8.6 Sum m ary
In this chapter we presented an optimal parallel algorithm for r-domination prob­
lem and an efficient parallel algorithm for the p-center problem on trees. An optimal
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algorithm for computing the maximum independent set on intervals in the EREW-
PRAM model was also presented and such a set is required by our algorithms on trees.
We obtained the following results.
(1) The r-dominadon problem on trees can now be solved in O(logn) time with 
0  (nilogn) processors using the EREW-PRAM model. Previous algorithm for the 
same problem runs using the CREW-PRAM model in OQotfn) time with 0(n)  
processors.
(2) The p  -Center problem on trees can now be solved in O (log2n) time with O (n) pro­
cessors using the EREW-PRAM model. Previous algorithm for the same prob­
lem runs using the CREW-PRAM model in OOog^n log logn) time with 0( n)  pro­
cessors.
Chapter Nine
PARALLEL ALGORITHM S FOR M ULTI-DIMENSIONAL RANGE SEARCH
9.1 In tro d u c tio n
Range Search has important applications in the areas of databases and computa­
tional geometry. The range search problem is to obtain a set of data points (tuples, 
records) satisfying a query which specifies a range of values on each dimension (attri­
bute) of the data. We use the range tree proposed by Bentley as our data structure to 
be distributed. We show that OQogn) search time can be effected for a range search on 
n 3-dimensional points using (2.1og2n - 14.logn + 8) processors and this is optimal for the 
range tree distribution. The results presented in this chapter appear in [Radh90].
9.2 R ange  S earch
Let S be a set of n rf-dimensional points in R d. A range query q is a rf-range 
which is the cartesian product of d intervals. The output of the query is all points in S 
that lie within q . In the case of two dimensions the 2-range is a rectangle and for more 
than three dimensions the d -range is a hyperrectangle. Thus, the answer to the query 
q is a set of all points in S that are inside the rectangle or hyperrectangle as the case 
may be. Range search has several applications including databases and computational 
geometry [Prep85].
Bentley [Bent80a] gives a thorough overview of various multi-dimensional and 
range searching problems. Several data structures and algorithms for range searching
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have been proposed and each has trade-offs between storage and time complexity. 
Bentley and Maurer [Bent80b] have shown the lower bound on the time complexity of 
range search on a set of n d-dimensional data to be (d.logn). With the overlapping- 
ranges data structure [Bent80b] the time bound of O{d.logn) can be obtained at the 
expense of very high storage cost which is 0 {n d). Most practical algorithms use a 
storage cost of O (n lo g ^ n ) to obtain a time bound of 0{lo^~ln) [Prep85]. Layered 
Range tree data structure [Prep85] a variant of range tree has the above storage and 
time complexity; a reduction of 0(logn) factor in storage and time complexity of the 
range tree. Chazelle [Chaz86] using the concept of filtering search reduced the 
storage cost to O (n. log*'1 n/Ioglogn) while retaining the time complexity.
More recently, Katz and Volper [Katz88] developed a parallel algorithm for 
retrieving the sum of values in a region on a two dimensional grid in O(logn) time with 
0 ( n lf3) processors. We will show that the range search on a two dimensional plane 
can be effected in O (logn) time with Zft.logn -1  processors. The retrieval of the sum of 
the values in a two dimensional region can also be done with the above time and pro­
cessor bound.
One of the keys to efficient parallel searching is the distribution of the data points 
to be searched. A distributed data structure is typically a large data structure, such as 
a B-Tree, K-d tree, Range tree and others, that is logically a single entity but that has 
been distributed over several independent processor stores. This concept is not new 
and frequently arises in the area of distributed data bases. Ellis [Elli85] developed a 
distributed version of Extendible Hashing for database searching. Distributed data
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structures of scientific calculation and processing of sets were introduced in [Scot87, 
Mu86] respectively. One of the fundamental advantages of the concept of distributed 
data structure is that processors are assigned to data statically and overheads due to 
dynamic allocation is avoided.
We will assume that the set S of n d-dimensional points is stored in a range tree 
(see Section 9.2). We will present a simple range-tree data distribution scheme and 
show that the search algorithm is optimal for this data structure (Section 9.3). Let 
DS(/, l) denote the best sequential time taken to search a data structure DS with l pro­
cessor. A parallel algorithm with p processors is optimal for a data structure DS if the 
search time is DS(r, 1 )/p. A non-trivial range search implementation technique on a 
Hypercube parallel architecture is presented in Section 9.4. Section 9.5. presents an 
argument for the reduction on the number of processors used for range searching. 
Summary is provided in Section 9.6.
9.3 T h e  R ange T ree  d a ta  s tru c tu re
We will first introduce the 2-dimensional range tree. The generalization to d 
dimensions can be easily visualized. Let S be the set of n 2-dimensional points. First 
son the n points based on the value of the x -coordinate. Imagine each point p  as an 
interval [*,,*,•], where the first and second components are B[p]  (begin point) and E\p]  
(end point). Now, the range-tree corresponding to the first dimension is a rooted 
binary-tree whose leaves contain the n points sorted and placed from left to right as 
intervals. An interior node v  and its left (v>j) and right ( v j  children has an associated
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interval with B [v] = B [v,] and £[v] = EfvJ. Now the second dimensional coordinates 
i.e., the y-coordinates are stored in the tree as follows. For each interval / = (B[v], 
£[v]) belonging to the node v in the tree, the y-coordinates of the points which project 
onto the interval I are stored as a binary-tree and the node v points to the root of the 
binary tree. Figures 9.2.a and 2.b show a set of points in the plane and its correspond­
ing range tree, respectively.
X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 e 16
Y 9 13 12 17 14 6 10 16 2
Figure 2.a - A set of points in the plane.
[1,8
[9.12]
Figure 2.b - The range tree corresponding to points in Figure 2.a.
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For the case where each point in the plane represents a value and the range query 
is to sum the values in a specified region we need to store the values Sv at each node v 
of the range tree as follows. Let tv be the binary tree corresponding to the y- 
coordinates at node v. Let t b and t /  represent the left-most and the right-most leaves 
of the binary tree tv. The value S, stored at node v is the sum of the values of the 
points whose x-coordinates and y-coordinates lie in die interval (0[v], £[v]) and (tvb, 
t / ) ,  respectively.
We will now state some properties of the range tree from [Prep85].
Proposition 9.1: The number of nodes selected in the range tree during the range 
search on any dimension is at most 2.logn - 2  and there are not more than two nodes 
selected from each level of the range tre e .!
Proposition 9.2: Range searching of an n -point d-dimensional file can be effected by 
an algorithm in time 0((tog n)d) using the range-tree technique.!
9.4 Range tree distribution and parallel algorithm
The key to the success of any parallel algorithm for range searching is deter­
mined by the type of data distribution. With 0(n)  processors effective searches can be 
made, but, having such large number of processors is highly impractical. In this sec­
tion, with range tree as the data structure, we present a simple data distribution 
scheme with which Oilogn) search time using (21og*n -  14.logn + 8) processors is 
effected for the case of 3-dimensional data points. The technique we describe can
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easily be extended to the case of J-dimensions. We will assume that the root and the 
leaves o f the tree are at heights A (n = 2*) and 1, respectively.
Estimation o f processor and time-complexity
We now estimate the number of processors required to search in parallel for the 
case w hend — 2  andd — 3.
In Proposition 9.1 we note that at most 2.logn - 2  range tree nodes are selected for any 
range query on a single dimension. This tells us that with 2.logn -  2 processors we can 
search the next dimension in parallel. Now, the time-complexity is given by the fol­
lowing simple equation:
Q(l ,n)  = Oilogn)
Q(2,n) = Q( l ,n)  + 0  (logn ) = O {logn )
Here Q(l ,n)  is the time taken to search the range tree in dimension 1. Let us say that 
another 2.logn - 2  processors are available at each of the selected nodes during the pro­
cessing of the dimension i . The next dimension i+1 can also be processed in parallel. 
Generalizing this scheme to d -dimensions we can see that the time-complexity is now 
given by the equation:
G ( l , « )  = O{logn)
Q(.d, n) — Q(d—l, n) + 0 (logn) = O (d.logn)
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The total number o f processors (P (d, n)) required to search a range tree storing n d- 
dimensional points and achieve the above time-complexity is given by the equation:
P ( l , n )  =  l
P{2,n) = 2logn - 2
P(d,n)  = P (<*-1 ,n)(2logn - 2) = OQotf-'n)
A simple observation that at most 2 nodes are selected at each o f the heights 
from A -  2 to 1 (Proposition 9.1) helps to reduce the above loose processor bound to a 
great extent. The number of data points belonging to dimension i stored at node v at 
height r in the i -  1-dimension range tree is 2r . Let t(v) be the range tree correspond­
ing to these points. The number of processors required to do a  parallel search on i+l- 
dimensional points stored in r(v) is 2 .log (2P) -  2. We now present the estimation on the 
number of processors for d -  3. >From arguments above we have,
P(3,n) = 2\2.log (2h~2) -  2 + 2 Jog (2*“3) -  2 + • • • + 2 Jog (2*-«*-*>) —2]
PQ, n) = 2.log2n -  14.logn +8
In the above processor estimation we have not included processors needed to search a 
tree stored in the node v at height h - 1. It is not necessary to have additional proces­
sors for node v , since, if node v is selected during the search none o f the nodes in the 
subtree rooted at v will be selected. Note that with at most 2.logn - 4  processors the 
node v can be processed. There are log2/! -  l.logn + 4 processors assigned to the nodes 
of the subtree rooted at v and they are sufficient to process die tree belonging to node 
v. We now give a set of equations with which we can estimate the number of
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processors needed to search -dimensional data.
Let T0 denote a complete binary tree on n -nodes with height h (2* = n). The root of T0 
be at height h and leaves are at height 1. Let T, denote a complete binary subtree on 
2h~t nodes and a , a u a2, etc. are integer constants greater than zero. We define a func­
tion E  as follows:
The number of processors required is obtained by applying the following function F  
to every term a.T, in the resultant equation.
F{a.Tt ) =  a. (2 .log (2fc_i) -  2) = 2xt. (h - i -  1)
3.2 Distribution o f  data among processors
E (m , [di.Tj + d 2 -Tj + . ..] )  — E (m , + E(m , 0 2 -Tj) +  • • ■
i f  » < 2 jn  - 4  
otherwise
E(1,T0)= 1
E(2, T0) = T0
E ( d ,T 0) = E { d , E ( d - l , T 0))
In the case o f shared memory model data contained in the range-tree need not be 
distributed among processors and idle processors are allocated dynamically to the 
selected nodes of the tree. The dynamic assignment of processors to nodes is an over­
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head to the system as it has to maintain a list of idle processors. Assuming that the 
selected nodes during the processing of dimension i is / ,  the time taken to assign idle 
processors to the selected nodes is 0 (1 ). Other obvious benefits o f data distribution 
which include recovery and data reconstruction motivates the need for static assign­
ment o f processors to the nodes of the tree. In the previous subsection we have deter­
mined the upper bound on the number of processors required to do a parallel range 
search in O (logn) time for the case of 2- and 3-dimensional data points. W e now show 
how the processors are actually assigned and give the search strategy for the above 
cases. The case of <i-dimension is a natural extension of the approach presented here.
We will call an assignment of processors to the nodes of the range-tree proper if 
the number o f processors used in the assignment is less than or equal to the number of 
processors estimated in Section 3.1 to achieve a time-complexity of 0 (d .logn ), for a 
range search in d -dimensions. We will now present a proper assignment scheme for 
the case o f 2-dimensions first. Let T  be a  1-dimensional range tree of height h . Start­
ing with the leaves at height 1 to height h -3 , we will allocate 2 processors to each of 
the heights, since, at most two nodes are selected from each of those heights by Propo­
sition 9.1. I f  processors p, and p} are allocated at height r (1 S r  £A-3), then starting 
from the left assign nodes at height r  pt and pJr alternatively. This assignment would 
guarantee that the two selected nodes would be in different processors. Now, let pt 
and pj be allocated to height h -2 . The first and the second pairs o f nodes at height 
h - 2  from the left are assigned p { and p ) t  respectively. The two nodes at height h - 1 
are assigned the same processor that are assigned to their children. The root of J  is
assigned any of the processor assigned to its immediate child at height h - 1. The total 
number of processors used in the assignment is (2.logn -  2). To search the third dimen­
sion, the tree corresponding to a node v is assigned new set of processors the same 
way as described in the case of 1-dimensional range tree. For two nodes v, and v2, 
their trees are assigned with the same set of processors if processor assigned to v, is 
the same as the processor assigned to v2. Thus, the above assignment scheme uses 
exactly the same number of processors as estimated in Section 3.1. Figure 3.a gives 
the assignment of processors for the tree in Figure 2.b.
1 2 1 2 1  2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1  2 1 2  
Figure 3.a - A proper assignment of processors for the tree in Figure 2.b.
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The search strategy is very simple. Each processor assigned to a node v at height 
r is responsible for giving the search message to the appropriate processor at height 
r - 1. The search message is sent from a processor v at height r to a processor at 
height r - 1  if the query interval does not completely contain the interval E[v}). 
If the interval containment is satisfied no more search message is issued from v and 
the tree at v is searched next. We know that each processor is assigned more than one 
tree node. The node interval to be chosen for comparison with the query interval and 
the processor to which the search message has to be sent are all done by the processor 
with the help of simple array indexes. We skip the details here.
Theorem 9.1: The range search on a 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional sets of n 
points can be done in 0 ( lo g n ) time with (l.logn -2 )  and (2Jog*n - \4 . lo g n  +8) proces­
sors, respectively. The sum of values in the range can also be done for the case of 2- 
dimension and 3-dimension in 0{logn)  time with the above processor bounds.
Proof. The sum of values in a range can be retrieved using the values Sv stored at 
each node of the range tree (see Section 2.). The rest of the result follows from the 
discussion above. ■
We would like to end this section with the note that there can be more than one 
proper assignment scheme. Figure 9.3.b gives another proper processor assignment 
scheme for the tree in Figure 9.2.b.
9.5 Range searching on the Hypercube machine
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We will now proceed to give details on how the nodes o f the tree can be mapped 
on to the hypercube for efficient searching. First we will present the 2-dimensional 
case. A good mapping is one which minimizes the communication time in the hyper­
cube. Consider the processor assignment discussed in the previous section. A map­
ping which takes the ith  processor and maps it to the ith  hypercube node would 
require a total communication time o f O{logn.loglogn), since we require O {logn) proces­
sors for range searching in 2-dimensions and Oilogn)  is the height o f the range-tree 
corresponding to the first dimension. Hence the total search time for range-searching 
in two dimensions using a range-tree on a hypercube would be O(!ogn.loglogn). We 
now present a mapping which would reduce the total search time to O {logn) on the 
hypercube.
Consider the assignment of processors as discussed in the previous section to the 
nodes o f the range tree corresponding to dimension 1. A  processor at height r  (p,) 
after checking its range will send the search message to another processor at height 
r -1  (pj). I f  pi and p} are adjacent to each other in the hypercube the communication 
time is a constant, otherwise, it can be as high as 0(loglogn)  the diameter o f the hyper­
cube. We now present a mapping (embedding) technique which gives constant-time 
communication time between processors in adjacent levels o f die range tree.
It can be seen that a processor pt at height r is adjacent to two processors at 
heights r  -1  and r  + 1. Based on the processor assignment discussed earlier and the 
adjacency relationship between processors we form a graph G called the processor 
assignment graph.
A processor assignment graph G consists of (2.logn -  2) nodes and is connected as 
follows. The graph G consists of 4 chains ct, c2, c3, and c4. The chains and c2 con­
tains odd and even numbered processors respectively (will be referred as odd and even 
numbered nodes). Two odd or even numbered nodes are adjacent in their respective 
chains iff they belong to adjacent levels of the range tree. The chain c3 (c4) formed 
when an edge is drawn from every node a in c3 (cj) to every node b in c2 (cj), when­
ever a and b are in adjacent tree levels (see Figure 4.a).
Figure 4.a - A processor assignment graph G .
2 4 3 5 7 8
6 8 10
Figure 4.b - The embedding of the graph G in Figure 4.a onto a grid.
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We will show in Proposition 9.3 that the graph G cannot be embedded in the 
hypercube with dilation 1 (i.e., all adjacent nodes in G will not be adjacent when 
embedded in the hypercube). For dilation two embedding we require that the dimen­
sion of the cube be 0 (logn), i.e., with a cube containing 2°<fc’*") nodes. In this case the 
expansion, the ratio of the number of hypercube nodes to the number of graph 
nodes) is exponential. The processor assignment graph can be embedded onto a binary 
tree with dilation 3. The binary tree can then be embedded onto an hypercube with an 
expansion of one and a dilation of 3 [Moni88]. Thus, the processor assignment graph 
can be embedded onto an optimal hypercube with dilation 6.
Proposition 9.3: The processor adjacency graph G cannot be embedded on a hyper­
cube with dilation one.
Proof. In a hypercube 2 nodes a and b can be adjacent at most to the two same set of 
two nodes c and d. In G two nodes a and b can be adjacent to the same 4 set of 
nodes. This implies either a should be adjacent to b or vice versa. Now, the dilation is 
2.U
Lemma 4.2: The processor adjacency graph G can be embedded on to an optimal 
hypercube with dilation 6.
Proof. First we will show the processor adjacency graph G can be embedded onto a 
binary tree with dilation 3. Let cj{i) refer to the ith element in the ;th  chain. Make 
c,(2) the root r of a binary-tree T. Make c2(2) the right child of r and c,(l) and c2(l) 
the left and right children of cz(2). We use the following segment to construct the rest 
of the tree T.
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1. * = 3;
2. Make ci(i) the left child of r;
3. p =ci(i);
4. Make c2(i) the right child of p ;
5. Make c,(i +1) the left child o fp ;
6. If  not all nodes in c i has been processed increment i 
and GOTO step 3;
Clearly, the above construction would obtain an embedding of G on to a binary tree 
with dilation three. Figure 9.4. gives the graph G and its corresponding binary-tree 
representation. The above segment of code guarantees that two adjacent nodes in G 
are at most three distance apart in T. Now, using known algorithms [Moni88] we can 
embed T onto an optimal hypercube with dilation 3. Thus, G can be embedded onto 
an optimal hypercube with dilation 6.B
Theorem  9.2: Theorem 9.1. holds in the case when the processors are arranged as an 
hypercube architecture.
Proof. From Lemma 4.2 it is clear that the communication time for the search mes­
sage to travel from one level to the adjacent one in the range tree is a constant. In the 
case o f 2-dimensions after embedding G in a hypercube with (2.logn -  2) nodes, we can 
easily see that the range search can be done in 0{logn) time. In the case of 3- 
dimensional range search the processor bound can be achieved with several hypercube 
machines of different sizes as follows. With the availability o f two cubes of size 
(2.logn —4), two cubes of size (2.logn -5 )  and so on, the 3-dimensional range search can
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be done using a total of (2.1og2n - 10.logn +12) processors. This is done by embedding 
each of one of the subtrees optimally onto their respective hypercubes. ■
It would be interesting to see if given the availability of single hypercube can the 
search be carried efficiently. It turns ont that it is possible and for a 3-dimensional 
range search using an hypercube with O (log2/!) processors.
9.6 Processor reduction
In this section we will show that (3/2Jogn - 1) processors are sufficient to effect a 
range search in Otfogn) time for a set of points in the plane and thus saving 
((logn )I2 -  1) processors. The approach can be generalized to (/-dimensions easily. The 
processor reduction is illustrated in the following example. Let be & range tree 
with 256 leaves. Time taken by a single processor to process the tree r w is in the 
worst case 8 units of time. Two r 16 trees can be processed sequentially by a single 
processor in 8 units of time. This means that with two processors, the tree T ^ ,  and 
two r 16 trees can be processed in 8 units of time instead of using three processors and 
still requiring 8 units of time. We will generalize the above idea and estimate for a 
two dimensional range tree of height A. The range tree T?-* requires A -2  units of 
time. Since there are two such trees at height A -  2, we will allocate two processors. 
For similar reasons we have to allocate two processors for each of the heights from 
A -  2 to (A- 2)12 — l. For heights from (A-2)/2 to 1 we allocate a single processor. The 
total number of processors allocated to die entire tree is now (3/2Jogn - 1). Finding a 
proper processor assignment scheme with reduced number of processors is easy.
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The estimation on the number of processors mentioned in Section 3. can further 
be reduced as the processors allocated during the processing of dimension i can be 
used to process dimension i + 1.
9.7. Summary
The problem of range search was solved in parallel using die range tree data 
structure. The nodes of the range tree were distributed among the processors in such a 
way that the search can be carried efficiently in parallel. It can be easily shown that 
our our algorithm is optimal for the chosen data structure in the case of arbitrary 
dimension d = 0(1). Based on the assignment of processors to the nodes of the range 
tree a  processor assignment graph was created. The processor assignment graph was 




The contribution of the dissertation is two fold. In part I, we design algorithms 
for three generic problems in distributed systems: set manipulation, network structure 
recognition and facility placement. In part n , we design parallel algorithms for facil­
ity placement and p  -center problems in trees using an EREW-PRAM model of com­
putation. We also design efficient parallel algorithms for range searching using distri­
buted data structures.
We present optimal distributed algorithms for recognizing rectangular-mesh net­
works. The time and message complexity o f our algorithm is linear in the number of 
nodes in the network. We also lay the foundation for the recognition of 2-reducible, 
outer-planar and cactus graphs. These algorithms have a message complexity of 
0 (kn), where, k is the number of isolated two degree nodes in the network.
Facility placement or r -domination is NP-complete on general networks. Many 
variations of the domination problem have been studied on restricted graph structures; 
e.g; trees, chordal, and interval graphs. We introduce the problem of reliable r -  
domination and design unified optimal distributed algorithms for the total, reliable and 
independent r-domination on trees. The time and message complexity of our algo­
rithm is O (n), where n is the number of nodes in the tree.
In the domain of set manipulation we design optimal algorithms for determining 
the intersection of sets in a distributed environment, where each processor is assumed 
to have its own set. In many situations, the intersection would be null, where we
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propose optimal algorithms for determining the mode (element occuring maximum 
number of times). The time and message complexity of our set intersection algorithm 
is 0 (mn), where m is the cardinality of the smallest set.
In part II of our research we design optimal algorithms for r -domination and 
efficient parallel algorithms for the p  -center problems on trees. We also present an 
optimal algorithm for computing the maximum independent set on intervals in the 
Exclusive Read Exclusive Write - Parallel Random Access Memory (EREW-PRAM) 
model and such a set is required by our algorithms on trees. The r -domination prob­
lem on trees can now be solved in OQogn) time with O (n/logn) processors using the 
EREW-PRAM model.
A parallel algorithm for range searching is developed here using the concept of 
distributed data structures. We use the range tree proposed by Bentley as our data 
structure to be distributed. We show that O (Jogn) search time can be effected for a 
range search on n 3-dimensional points using (2.1og2n -  \4.logn + 8) processors, and 
this is optimal for the range tree distribution. We present a non-trivial implementation 
technique on the hypercube parallel architecture with which the above time and pro­
cessor bound can be achieved without any communication overhead. Our algorithm 
can easily be generalized for the case of d-dimensional range search.
Future research directions
1. The problem of bipartite matching in a distributed environment is very important 
and there are no known algorithms to do that.
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2. It is important to recognize planar graphs distributively, using 0(n)  messages. 
This algorithm should be able to merge with the unified algorithms mentioned in 
this dissertation.
3. The outer planarity recognition algorithm presented in this dissertation can be 
improved to O (n).
4. The algorithm for recognition of mesh connected networks can be extended to 
generalized boolean n-cubes.
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Algorithm of R am arao  e t  al. T41
PHASE I P H A S E  III
(1,2,3.4)
(1 .3 )
11,2 , 3 . 4 }
( 1 . 2 . 3 , 4 ,5 . 6 . 7 )
( 1 .2 .3 )
) ( 1 .3 }( 1 ,2 .3 .5 .6 ,7 )  
■N { 1.2 .9 }
( 1 .3 .4 ,5 ,6 ,7 .8 )  
{ 1. 3 . 4}
( 1 .2 ,4 .5 .6 ,7 )  
{1.3.4}
PHASE II PHASE IV
(1 .2 .3 )
Z  ( 1 ,3 ,4 )
{ 1 . 3 }
The total num ber of m essag es  u sed  by algorithm A.
P h ase  I 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4  -  20 
P h ase  II 3 + 3  + 3  + 3 + 4 - 1 6  
P h ase  III 2 + 2  + 2  + 2  + 4 - 1 2  






Total - 5 6
The total num ber of time units u sed  by algorithm A 
4 + 1 + 6  + 2 + 4 + 2  + 2 + 2 - 2 3  units.
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The P rop osed  Algorithm
( 1 .2 .3 ,4 )
( 1 ,2 .3 .4 .5 ,6 .7 )  
{ 1 .2 . 3 . 4 )
( 1 .3 .4 .5 ,6 ,7 .8 ) ( 1 .2 .4 .5 .6 .7 )
{1.3.4} {1.2.4}
T h e total n u m b er of m e s s a g e s  u sed  
by th e  p ro p o se d  algorithm  is
4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 3 + 3 + 3  = 2 9  
B ro ad cast = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1  = 4
Total = 33
Total tim e units = 4  + 4  + 1 = 9 units
PHASE I
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